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Creative
Resiliency
Plan
Transforms New Orleans Into
City of Canals, Like Amsterdam
SustainableBusiness.com News
For decades, New Orleans has relied on levees and pumping systems to
protect it from floods, but a new urban water management plan would flip
that strategy upside down.
Instead of creating even higher, stronger levees - effectively walling in
the city to keep water out, the idea is to make use of existing levees and
restored wetlands to manage the flow more sustainably. Doing so
would create a new city waterscape akin to that of Amsterdam - one
dotted with a "living" network of ponds and canals that are regularly
recharged.
―The Greater New Orleans Urban Water Plan serves a symbiotic dual
purpose, simultaneously preserving the value of businesses and
communities,‖ says Michael Hecht, President and CEO of Greater New
Orleans (GNO), the organization proposing this regional development
strategy. ―Implementation of the Urban Water Plan will make Greater
New Orleans a better place to live and work, while building our new
brand as national 'water experts' - something clearly to be in demand in a
world of increasing weather volatility.‖
The Urban Water Plan addresses a historical problem that will only grow
worse through the effects of climate change.
Many cities face
rising waters due to
climate change and
are actively planning
for a wetter future
with climate adaption
strategies.
But New Orleans'
problem
is
particularly
acute.
Built on swampland
and dotted by canals
that are prone to
flooding (like the
Jefferson Lowlands
system
pictured
below),
its
only
recourse for handling
heavy rains or rising
seawater is to pump
water out of its streets and communities into nearby Lake Pontchartrain,
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until it overflows back into the city again.This system all but failed during
the devastating Hurricane Katrina in 2005 - eight years later, many of the
hardest hit areas of the city still haven't been rebuilt.
―St. Bernard Parish is the owner of hundreds of vacant lots, all because
of Hurricane Katrina flooding, and we are looking for ways to use the lots
to benefit the neighborhoods in which they‘re located,‖ says Parish
President David Peralta. ―Learning how to retain and mitigate some of
the flooding that we have in neighborhoods will go a long way in
improving the quality of life for the area.‖
The GNO plan, created by New Orleans-based Waggonner & Ball
Architects along with a team of Dutch water infrastructure experts, calls
for
an
urban
landscape
filled
with
rain
gardens
and
bioswales, interconnected with canals and ponds.
The plan could bring a projected $22 billion in economic benefits to the
region over the next 50 years, projects GNO. That includes not having to
spend a projected $8 billion on future flood-related damages and $2.2
billion on infrastructure costs for cracked pipes and building foundations
damaged by sinking
ground. It could also
increase
property
values by creating new
waterfront areas in the
Orleans, Jefferson and
St. Bernard parishes,
according
to
the
organizers.
The New Orleans plan
starts
with seven
demonstration projects
across
the
three
parishes that would
cost $6.2 billion, each
showcasing a different
water management approach.
One example is the Lafitte Blueway (pictured below), which would
recharge groundwater as it winds through the city, restoring the historic
connection between the Bayou St. John and the French Quarter.
Another idea is the proposed 25-acre Mirabeau Water Garden, a lowland
composed of a series of open-bottom beds and filled with organisms
that filter the water before it runs into a nearby fresh-water swimming
pool.
Other plans call for designing canals with more gradual edges
than current designs. Not only would this make them more aesthetically
"inviting," it would allow water to be raised and lowered more easily on a
seasonal basis, as dictated by rainfall levels.

<ReadMore>
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Africa’s mines ditch polluting practices
to produce its first Fairtrade gold
Tips:
By David Derbyshire, for theguardian.com
In a bustling area of
Nyarugusu, in the
heart of Tanzania‘s
gold lands, a stocky
man is fanning a
dustbin
lid
of
smouldering charcoal,
gold ore and mercury
on
the
pavement.
Each waft sends a
cloud of toxic vapour
into the faces of
children and adults as
they gather to watch.
The
burning
of
mercury is a common
sight in the streets,
Workers mix gold ore with mercury and pan it to separate gold particles at the Nsangano
homes and cottagegold mine in Geita, north Tanzania. Photograph: Matt Crossick/Fairtrade
industry
mines
throughout east Africa. The liquid metal is used to extract the gold and then vaporised to leave
behind flakes of the precious metal.

There is immense need to educate common
people about sustainability. Though literacy rate
is going up continuously people are very much
unaware of sustainability and how they can
contribute towards sustainability. We need to
urge people to behave in a responsible manner
and do their part; even small efforts can make
big difference. Below are given some very
simple tips with sincere request to use and
practice them and also to tell others to do so.
Buy some reusable Jute, cloth or canvass
bags. Whenever you go for buying some
grocery etc carry with you and say no to
plastic or paper bags.
Use hand towels or rags to wipe instead
paper napkins and tissues.

But in this dangerous industry, seeds of a gold revolution are being sown: Fairtrade International
announced this week that up to 12 mines in Tanzania, Uganda and Kenya are on course to sell
Africa‘s first ethical gold within a year.

If you intend to change your wooden
house furniture look for second hand
furniture and modify it according to your
taste. And do not destroy your old
furniture or put in the backyard, instead
sell it or give it to somebody who may
use it. Thus you save money and trees
(plus, create original furniture!

There are no official figures for how many Tanzanians are poisoned by mercury fumes, but accounts
of memory problems, sickness and impaired vision are common in the small mines that litter the
countryside. The sight of open mercury poisoning may seem shocking, but it is just one of a host of
appalling working conditions that blights the production of gold throughout east Africa.

Cover pots with lid while cooking this will
reduce the cooking time and save fuel/
energy as well.

Tanzania is Africa‘s fourth largest gold producer. About 15 million people work in mines – many
illegal, small-scale and unlicensed – producing about 200 to 300 tonnes a year. Most miners work 24hour shifts without basic safety helmets, boots or goggles in fragile mines with little or no timber
supports.

Never put a small pan on big burner that
wastes heat and also never put
uncovered pan on low flame for cooking.

On the surface, the ore is crushed by women using hammers or mortars, sometimes with babies on
their knees. In some mines, cyanide is used to remove gold from low-grade ore. Like mercury, it is
highly toxic. Mercury and cyanide pollution into rivers is common and, according to a report last week
by Human Rights Watch, child labour is rife.
But the Fairtrade scheme could herald a change. Under a three-year scheme funded by Comic
Relief, the mines are changing working practices – banning children, enforcing health and safety
rules and preventing toxic run off – in the hope that shoppers in Europe, Asia and America will be
prepared to pay more for ―green gold‖.
In return they will get a fairer price for their gold and a Fairtrade premium that can be invested in
mines, education, childcare and community groups.
At the Ilani mine near Nyarugusu, in the northwest of Tanzania, the appropriately named Golden
Hainga has already barred children from his mine and processing areas, and runs a crèche. Open
burning of mercury is banned and personal protection equipment is compulsory.
Lufta Weja, 30, has worked at the mine for five months. ―The main difference between other mines is
health and safety,‖ he said. ―It‘s the first time I‘ve had a helmet – in other mines we had no helmets,
or gloves or boots.‖
A few miles from the Ilani mine, Renatus Nsangano has also been working with Fairtrade to improve
working conditions. But change is slow. His mine suffers from a chronic lack of capital and cash flow,
and is vulnerable to the low prices paid by local gold brokers.
―My dream is to be able to use the technology that was used in Tanzania 50 years ago,‖ said
Nsangano.
―But we thank God for Fairtade because it has lifted us from one level to another. We have put in
wooden steps to get to the bottom of the mine. We no longer burn mercury in the open and we
ensure that waste water from the mine doesn‘t contaminate the environment.‖

Ensure that window panes are fixed
properly no glass is loose, if required
replace the putty to hold the pane in
place.
You may put reflective film on windows
that will help reduce heat gain during the
summer, and will also save furniture and
carpets from fading.
Use hot water only for very dirty loads,
and remove clothes from dryer while still
damp and dry them in the sunshine.
Plant trees to shade your home.
Appropriately
placed
trees
can
considerably reduce your energy bill on
air conditioning or cooling.
Make a water tank to collect rainwater
and use the same for watering your
plants and lawn.
Try and reduce your shower time by just
a minute, this way you could save about
150 gallons of water every month.

<ReadMore>
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‘Super grass’ could vastly reduce
agriculture emissions, say
scientists
By Jonathan Watts, for theguardian.com

International
Although the authors hope it can be used in an additional 100m
hectares, the brachiaria is not a solution for all countries as it does not
grow well in temperate climes.
There are potential downsides. The extra productivity could provide an
additional economic incentive for the clearance of forests and – as with
all monocultures – the proposed expansion of brachiaria pastureland
poses a challenge to biodiversity.
But the scientists say the benefits outweigh the risks.
―There will be positive impacts on the economy and at the same time
benefits for the environment,‖ Peters said.
<Source>

New Jersey's Microgrid Will
Provide Protection in Natural
Disasters
SustainableBusiness.com News
Connecticut is the first to develop a state-wide microgrid and it looks like
parts of New Jersey will soon follow, in attempts to learn from the
Superstorm Sandy disaster.
During Sandy, the few communities that had smart grids and back-up
solar power fared much better than those that didn't.

Brachiaria grass has been shown to inhibit nitrification, helping to reduce the
greenhouse gas emissions from agriculture.
Photograph: Neil Palmer/International Center for Tropical Agriculture

Scientists will call for a major push this week to reduce the amount of
greenhouse gas emissions from agriculture through the use of a modified
tropical grass.
Brachiaria grasses have been found to inhibit the release of nitrous
oxide, which has a more powerful warming effect than carbon dioxide or
methane, leading them to be called a super grass.
The authors of several new papers on this grass, which is already used
in pastures across much of Latin America, say enhanced strains, wider
usage and improved management will provide the most effective means
of tackling climate change through agriculture, which accounts for about
a third of all greenhouse gases.
Nitrous oxide – largely from livestock production – makes up 38% of
agriculture emissions, but this share could be substantially reduced, they
say.
―On a conservative estimate, we assume that at least half of the gases
can be saved in livestock production in tropical environments,‖ said
Michael Peters, of the International Centre for Tropical Agriculture. ―I
think this is the best strategy you can have in agriculture to mitigate
greenhouse gas emissions.‖
The papers, which will be presented at an International Grasslands
Congress in Sydney this week, claim that additional benefits will also
include higher productivity, less need for fertiliser, lower levels of nitrate
pollution in waterways and considerable carbon capture.
Brachiaria grasses originated in Africa, but have been most extensively
used for grazing in Brazil, Colombia, Nicaragua and parts of Australia
and south-east Asia.
During the past decade, scientists have discovered the chemicals that
enable the plant to bind nitrogen into the soil, thus making it more
productive and less ―leaky‖.
They are now breeding different strains of brachiaria to maximise these
nitrogen-inhibiting properties and encouraging wider use of the grass in
pastures and in rotation with crops such as soy and corn.
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For New Jersey, the current focus is on its transit system, the third
largest in the nation, carrying 900,000 people a day, and a major
evacuation route for Manhattan. The power went out during both
Superstorm Sandy ($400 million in damages) and Hurricane Irene.
This is the first time a microgrid is being developed for a transit system NJ TRANSITGRID is a partnership between the Department of
Energy (DOE) and its Sandia National Lab and the State of New Jersey,
NJ Transit and New Jersey Board of Public Utilities.
The microgrid will keep the power on during storms and whenever the
central grid is compromised.
"As we rebuild New Jersey from Superstorm Sandy, I am committed to
making our state stronger and more resilient. NJ TransitGrid is an
important step in that process," says NJ Governor Christie. "This first-ofits-kind electrical microgrid will supply highly reliable power during
storms, and help keep our public transportation systems running
during times of disaster, which is critical not only to our economy, but
also
emergency
and
evacuation-related
activities."
NJ Transit is extremely vulnerable to flooding and is also in the process
of raising critical power substations and installing nearly 600 steel
catenary power poles.
The microgrid will have more than 50 megawatts of power,
consisting of smart grid technologies and distributed energy resources
such as backup generators, small wind and solar, and energy storage.
"I think it will be a model for the country," says Christie. "People across
the country that have either been affected by natural disasters or have
not yet faced that kind of problem will benefit from the technology we
develop here."
Sandia National Lab has designed microgrids that are up and running at
more than 20 military bases in the US. Its tool, "Energy Surety Design
Methodology," allows communities to evaluate their regional energy
needs, identify advanced solutions to improve the reliability and
resiliency of their electric grids, and understand the most cost-effective
strategies for system upgrades.
New York's new Energy Highway Blueprint appropriates $250 million
for smart grid technologies to "create the most advanced energy
management control center in the US."
<Source>
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Walmart seeks to clear toxics
from its shelves
By Jonathan Bardelline
The largest retailer in
the world has set its
sights on chemicals,
with plans to increase
transparency
on
chemical use while
finding
safer
alternatives.
Walmart
announced
the
new
chemical
policy at its Global
Sustainability
Milestone
Meeting
today, where it also
laid out new goals
centered on sustainable beef and crop fertilizers, and detailed progress
around its Sustainability Index.
Walmart said it is targeting "about 10" specific chemicals and will work
with suppliers to
increase
transparency about
the chemicals and
risks
associated
with
them
on
packaging
and
online.
Simultaneously,
the retailer will
team
with
its
private-label
suppliers and other
partners
to
reformulate
personal
care
items,
cleaners
and other products
to meet the U.S.
EPA's Design for
the
Environment
standards.
The
goal
being
to
reduce
harmful
chemicals
with
safer,
benign
alternatives.
The company has
not yet named
which
chemicals
are being focused
on, nor set a
timeline for when
they
will
be
announced.
While
Walmart‘s
product initiatives
have been selfguided,
its
chemical work will
need to also go
along with the
demands
of
California‘s new Safer Consumer Product Regulations, which go into
effect in October and will target small groups of chemical-product
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combinations at a time.
Chemicals are just one aspect of products that Walmart has been
investigating through its Sustainability Index, a scorecard for products
that Walmart buyers use when evaluating goods.
Since the launch of the Sustainability Index, more than 1,000 suppliers
covering 300 product categories have filled it out, said Mike Duke,
Walmart President and CEO. The company expects that will grow to
5,000 suppliers and 300 product categories by the end of the year, he
said.
Among those rated products include plenty of food items, and food
scores have increased 12 percent since the launch of the index, with
coffee scores raising the most, by 32 percent.
One way Walmart and its suppliers are working to lower the impact of the
food chain is through fertilizer. Tim Robinson, director of
Walmart's baking team, said he was looped into the company's work on
fertilizer about 15 months ago.
"I've made small wins in packaging and I've optimized freight lengths," he
said, a far cry from trying to link his flour purchasing with massively
reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
What followed was a number of initiatives, syncing up with industry
groups, the Environmental Defense Fund, National Corn Growers
Association and a buyer coalition to develop and spread best practices
on fertilizer use, all of which fed into the Sustainability Index.
Through that work, Walmart projects that its suppliers will reduce how
much fertilizer they use by about 30 percent, on 14 million acres of
farmland, by 2020, which will also reduce GHG emissions by 17 million
metric tons.
Along the same lines as sourcing crops, beef was highlighted as a major
target of the index and Walmart's collaborative work. The retailer is
developing a pilot program that will include environmental criteria
focused on the production of beef, with plans to have 50 percent of the
beef on Walmart's shelves sourced from that criteria by 2023.
<ReadMore>

Not Surprisingly, Copenhagen
Wins 2014 Green Capital Award
SustainableBusiness.com News
Not surprising, Copenhagen has been named Europe's Green Capital for
2014 by the European Commission, and also received the 2013 INDEX
Award - the world's largest design award - for the sustainable design
solutions in its climate plan.
Copenhagen's goal is to be the world's first carbon neutral capital city by
2025 and completely independent of fossil fuels by 2050. Green living is
at the core for its 540,000 residents, from its bicycle culture to farm-totable cuisine.
The city has over 100 hundred miles of bike lanes and 55% of citizens
commute by bike. It mandates green roofs on all new developments and
over 60% of its land is cultivated for farming, making local foods second
nature. Its citizens eat more organic food than anywhere else. 63% of
hotel rooms are green-certified and Scandinavian Airlines aims to cut
emissions 20% by 2020, one of the few airlines that even has a target.
Denmark's biggest offshore wind farm just came online - the 400 MW
offshore wind farm will provide 4% of the country's electricity, adding to
the 30% that wind already contributes. The goal is for renewables to
provide 50% by 2020.
Denmark is one of 10 countries that recently formed the
international "Renewables Club" to scale renewable energy worldwide.
Neighboring Sweden is also a leader, with goals of eliminating fossil
fuels to produce electricity by 2020 and gasoline cars by 2030. In 2009,
Sweden launched the world's first carbon label on foods and all stateowned
companies
are
required
to file annual
sustainability
reports. Norway‘s target is 67.5% renewables by 2020.
<Source>
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World’s First Ecomobile City:
Suwon, South Korea
By Environment News Service

SUWON, South Korea, August 27, 2013 (ENS) – One neighborhood,
one month, no cars. When it kicks off the world‘s first EcoMobility
Festival on September 1, the City of Suwon will aim to prove that a truly
ecomobile city – one where citizens can move freely, safely and
sustainably – can exist.
A major city with over a million residents, Suwon lies about 30 km (19
miles) south of the capital Seoul.
There, on the first day of September, 4,300 residents will exchange their
1,500 petrol-powered cars for ecomobile vehicles, and adopt what
festival organizers are calling ―the ecomobile lifestyle‖ for the entire
month.
Haenggung-dong, one of the most crowded neighborhoods in Suwon,
will be designated as a car-free zone, where various cultural and arts
performance will take place. The first vehicles are now arriving in
Haenggung-dong in preparation for the festival opening.

International
residents can take part in concerts, movie festivals, singing contests
using pedal-powered karaoke, art fairs, street tours, conferences and
workshops – all celebrating the ecomobile lifestyle.
<ReadMore>

Report shows companies still
don’t
take
climate
change
seriously
By Jo Confino, for theguardian.com
For all the talk of companies taking the threat of climate change
seriously, the latest evidence
shows the corporate sector is
failing to respond in a meaningful
way
to
the
threat
of
environmental catastrophe.
Global NGO CDP, which works
on behalf of 722 institutional
investors representing $87tn in
invested
capital,
has
just
released its latest annual report
on carbon emissions and it
makes bleak reading, despite a
few rays of light.
Even during a period of global The continuing failure to reduce emissions
means that tougher regulation will almost
recession, total direct emissions
be necessary, said an adviser on
from the 500 largest listed certainly
the report. Photograph: Alamy
companies in the world have not
changed significantly in the past five years.
Worse still, the 50 largest emitters, which primarily operate in the energy,
utility and materials sectors, have actually seen an increase of 1.65% to
2.54bn tonnes since 2009.

Ecomobile vehicles escort petrol-powered cars to their month-long parking
spaces, August 15, 2013 (Photo courtesy City of Suwon)

This unique undertaking is backed by a €9 million euro public investment
to regenerate the inner city of Suwon. It is part of Suwon Mayor Yeom
Tae-young‘s program to transform the neighborhood into one that
prioritizes sustainability and accessibility, particularly for low-income
residents whose access to employment and services has been limited.
―With this festival, we will work together to show what an eco-mobile city
looks like and deliver the message that this new urban lifestyle is
possible,‖ said Mayor Yeom. ―We aim to lead and inspire other cities
around the world to follow suit.‖
ICLEI – Local Governments for Sustainability, the world network of cities
for sustainability, is organizing the festival together with the City of
Suwon and UN-Habitat.
Around 5,000 international visitors, led by mayors, policy makers, CEOs
and concerned citizens, will witness the transformation of the
Haenggung-dong neighborhood. They will test drive human-powered and
electric vehicles offered by some 40 manufacturers from eight countries,
including the United States, Germany, Taiwan and South Korea.
The festival will feature a wide range of bicycles. There‘s Yikebike, a tiny
bike to ride, fold and walk away with under your arm; there are electric
bikes by Inskey, and there‘s Trimobile, a tricycle that can carry three
people at a time but only requires one to pedal.
Then there‘s Gobax, a customized ambulance bike, Row-n-Go, a bike
that the rider pedals and rows simultaneously, and the child carrier
bicycle by Zigo.
Alongside month-long exhibitions and vehicle test tracks, visitors and
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The report concludes: ―The biggest emitters, who have the largest impact
on global emissions and so present the greatest opportunity for largescale change, need to do more to reduce their emissions. There is a
disparity between companies‘ strategies, targets and the emissions
reductions which are required to limit global warming to 2C.‖
That is the diplomatic way of saying that major corporations, for all their
fine words on sustainability being integrated into the heart of their
operations, are doing too little, too late with potentially disastrous
consequences.
Malcolm Preston, global lead, sustainability and climate change, at PwC,
which advises on the report, warns that the continuing lack of action
means that tougher regulation will almost certainly be necessary.
―It raises questions for some organisations about whether they are
focused on sustaining growth in the long term, or just doing enough to
recover growth until the next issue arises,‖ he says. ―With the initial IPCC
report only weeks away, corporate emissions are still rising. Either
business action increases, or the risk is regulation overtakes them.‖
The analysis, based on the climate and energy data from 389 companies
listed on the FTSE Global 500 Equity Index, also shows little progress in
measuring, managing and reducing greenhouse gas emissions in supply
chains, known as scope 3.
What the report shows is that companies are seeking to take the
simplest route by measuring the easiest to reach aspects of their supply
chains, even when they know they are having a negligible impact.
<ReadMore>
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Arctic sea ice shrinks to sixthlowest extent on record
Sea ice recovers from record low of 2012 but long-term trend continues
towards an ice-free Arctic during the summer months
By Suzanne Goldenberg, The Guardian,
Sea ice cover in the Arctic has shrunk to one of its smallest extents on
record, bringing the days of an entirely ice-free Arctic during the summer
a step closer.
The annual
sea
ice
minimum
of
5.099m sq km
reached last
Friday was
not
as
extreme
as
last
year,
when
the collapse
of ice cover
broke
all
previous
Melting sea ice near Ellesmere Island, Canada.
records.
Photograph: Gordon Wiltsie/ Gordon Wiltsie/National
But it was still
Geogra
the
sixth
lowest Arctic sea ice minimum on record, and well below the average set
over the past 30 years of satellite records.
This suggests the Arctic will be entirely ice-free in the summer months
within decades, scientists said.

International
free in the summer by the middle of the century – if not sooner.
The most dramatic changes have occurred in the past decade. The
seven summers with the lowest sea ice minimums were all in the past
seven years.
The loss of sea ice cover is a leading indicator of climate change, and
will be a key part of the findings released next week by the United
Nations' climate science panel, the IPCC. It has also emerged as a driver
of extreme weather events in Europe.
The extent of Arctic sea ice has generally decreased in all regions since
satellite records began in the late 1970s. The Arctic continues to warm at
about twice the rate of lower latitudes.
This year's minimum was reached despite cooler temperatures in some
areas that slowed melting, Stroeve said. Air temperatures in the central
Arctic were 1-4C colder than in the past six years.
"We had a pretty cold summer in general for the time period we're
looking at and yet the sea ice cover didn't recover to the extent that we
had in the 1970s and 1980s," she said.
Rapid warming last year reduced the area of frozen ocean water in the
Arctic to less than 3.5m sq km.
This year's low was more in line with the summer of 2009, Stroeve said.
After shrinking to a minimum of 5.099m sq km on 13 September, the
summer sea ice extent increased to 5.104m sq km on 14 September and
5.105m sq km on 15 September before falling back to 5.103m sq km on
16 September.
But the decline of the surface area of frozen water tells only part of the
story, scientists said.
Ice in the Arctic has also been thinning over the years – which makes it
more vulnerable to melting in the summer.
<ReadMore>

Nome, Alaska: First US City to
Run on Geothermal
SustainableBusiness.com News
The city of Nome, Alaska could be the first in the US to be powered by
geothermal - right now, exploration holes are being drilled deep into the
ground.
With about 3600 residents, the city rests on the southern Seward
Peninsula coast on Norton Sound of the Bering Sea.
Geothermal would be delivered to the city from Pilgrim Hot
Springs, 60 miles away. After several years of research, exploratory
drilling will confirm the amount of hot water is sufficient to supply the
city's power. If so, a production facility will be built in Nome along
with transmission lines from the hot springs.

Arctic sea ice extent graph. Photograph: guardian.co.uk

The annual sea ice minimum, based on a five-day average, is expected
to be officially declared by the US National Snow and Ice Data Centre in
Boulder, Colorado, within the next few days.
"It certainly is continuing the long-term decline," said Julienne Stroeve, a
scientist at the centre. "We are looking at long-term changes and there
are going to be bumps and wiggles along the long-term declining trend,
but all the climate models are showing that we are eventually going to
lose all of that summer sea ice."
Overall, the Arctic has lost about 40% of its sea ice cover since 1980.
Most scientists believe the ocean at the north pole could be entirely ice-
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Estimates are that 2-4 megawatts of electricity are available, enough to
supply most of the city's needs. The goal is for Nome to begin receiving
geothermal electricity by the end of next year. The hot springs, listed on
the Register of Historic Places, would also have the potential for
greenhouses
and
fish
hatcheries
in
addition
to
tourism.
The
huge
drilling tube:
The
project
started with a
grant from the
Department of Energy and Alaska Energy Authority's Renewable Energy
Fund. Research partners are the US Geological Survey, the Alaska
Center for Energy and Power (ACEP) based at University of Alaska/
Fairbanks, Unataaq - a consortium of seven local Native corporations and Potelco, a private developer.
<ReadMore>
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Waste CO2 Could be Source of
Renewable Power
By Tim Radford, Climate News Network

International
David Attenborough: trying to tackle
famine with bags of flour is ‘barmy’
By Mark Tran, for theguardian.com

Dutch scientists argue that they could pump the carbon dioxide through water or
other liquids and produce a flow of electrons and therefore more electricity. Powergenerating stations release 12 billion tons of carbon dioxide every year as they burn
coal, oil or natural gas. Credit: flickr/simplerich

LONDON – They could, they argue, pump the carbon dioxide through
water or other liquids and produce a flow of electrons and therefore more
electricity. Power-generating stations release 12 billion tons of carbon
dioxide every year as they burn coal, oil or natural gas; home and
commercial heating plants release another 11 billion tons.
This would be enough, they argue, to create 1,750 terawatt hours of extra
electricity annually: about 400 times the output of the Hoover dam in the
U.S., and all without adding an extra gasp of carbon dioxide into the
atmosphere. So the exhaust from one cycle of electricity production could
be used immediately to deliver another flow of power to the grid.

Sir
Sir David
David Attenborough:
Attenborough: ‘What
‘What are
are all
all these
these famines
famines in
in Ethiopia?
Ethiopia? What
What are
are they
they about?
about?
They’re
They’re about
about too
too many
many people
people for
for too
too little
little land.’
land.’ Photograph:
Photograph: David
David Parry/PA
Parry/PA

Sending food aid to famine-stricken countries avoids the more
fundamental problem of population growth, Sir David Attenborough has
said, as he called for more debate about population control.
The renowned broadcaster told the Daily Telegraph the world was
―heading for disaster‖, and without action the ―natural world will do
something‖.
―What are all these famines in Ethiopia? What are they about?‖ he said.
―They‘re about too many people for too little land. That‘s what it‘s about.
And we are blinding ourselves. We say, get the United Nations to send
them bags of flour. That‘s barmy.‖
He admitted the issues had huge sensitivities, but insisted it was
important to ―just keep on about it‖.

They make the claim in a journal called Environmental Science and
Technology Letters, which is published by the American Chemical Society,
and the claim rests on a 200-year-old technique pioneered by Sir Humphry
Davy and Michael Faraday: electrolysis.
Harvesting energy from waste

One area of concern, he said, was about the right to have children. ―To
start with, it is the individual‘s great privilege to have children. And who
am I to say that you shan‘t have children? That‘s one thing,‖ he said. ―And
the last sensitivity – and the most tricky of all – is the fact, when you talk
about world population, the areas we‘re talking about are Africa and Asia,
you know.‖

Behind the reasoning is a simple proposition, that every chemical event
involves some exchange of energy. In a solution, this movement of energy
involves electrons, and ions that migrate to cation or anion electrodes. In a
mix of two different solutions, the final mixture has an energy content lower
than the sum of the two original solutions: since energy cannot be created
or destroyed, therefore there must be some energy available for
exploitation.
Bert Hamelers of Wetsus, a center for water excellence in the Netherlands,
and colleagues from Wageningen University report that they used porous
electrodes and flushed carbon dioxide into water to get their flow of current:
the gas reacted with the water to make carbonic acid, which in the
electrolyte became positive hydrogen ions and negative ions of the
bicarbonate HCO3. As the pH of the solution gets higher, the bicarbonate
becomes a simple carbonate and the higher the CO2 pressure, the greater
the increase of ions in the solution.
In their experiment, they found that as they flushed their aqueous
electrolyte with air, and alternately with CO2, between their porous
electrodes, a supply of electricity began to build up. Since the air that
comes from the chimneys of fossil fuel-burning power stations contains
anything up to 20 percent of CO2, even the emissions represent a potential
for more power.
They found they could get even more power if instead of a water solution
they used an electrolyte of monoethanolamine. In experiments, this
delivered an energy density of 4.5 mW a square meter.
<ReadMore>

But Hannah Stoddart, Oxfam‘s senior policy adviser, said: ―We can‘t look
the other way while men, women and children starve in a famine; it is our
moral duty to help. David Attenborough is wrong – there is plenty of food
in the world to feed everyone if we share what we have more fairly. Also,
we could easily boost production by reversing decades of underinvestment in poor countries‘ agriculture.
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―Of course we need to act to reduce climate change and protect scarce
natural resources but that does not mean turning our backs on people in
dire situations who need our help.‖
The veteran broadcaster admitted that the debate over population control
could be construed as just being about poor people, adding: ―And to have
a European telling Africans that they shan‘t have children is not the way to
go around things.‖
But the subject could not be avoided, he said: ―We keep on talking about
the problem without putting names on it in that sense. And getting it on the
agenda of people. Because – you obviously can see it just as I can – you
know, that we are heading for disaster unless we do something.‖
The world‘s last famine took place in Somalia, where an estimated
258,000 people died in southern and central parts of the country between
October 2010 and April 2012, including 133,000 children under five. It was
the worst famine in 25 years.
The UN declared famine in Somalia in July 2011, after repeated warnings
of an impending crisis after severe drought and failed harvests.
<ReadMore>
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Technology could help rural areas
become thriving and sustainable

Sustainable development:
business has a long way to go

By Flemmich Webb, for theguardian.com

By Paul Hohnen, for theguardian.com
Globally,
more of us
now live in
cities than in
rural areas. If
we want to
live
more
sustainably,
we will have
to
do
so
surrounded by
concrete
rather
than

fields
and
woodland.
Not so idyllic
perhaps, but it makes sense — cities‘ high population density relative to
their geographical footprint makes for more efficient use of land, product
distribution, employment, travel, technology deployment — the list goes
on.

Technology, improved connectivity and sustainable infrastructure can
be used to help make rural communities more resilient to future
challenges. Photograph: Roger Bamber / Alamy/Alamy

It‘s not surprising, therefore, that resources have been poured into urban
centres — they are generally the main income generators of
industrialised economies, after all.
And if we want to have the most impact on improving the UK‘s
sustainability, cities are the obvious target due to the numbers of people
who live and work in them. Smart cities with smart buildings
interconnected with smart technology will inevitably lead to smart living,
so the thinking goes.
But while all this may be true, spare a thought for rural communities,
seemingly left behind in the headlong rush to embrace urban life.
Despite city-centric perceptions to the contrary, the countryside is much
more than a place to buy a second home, to finally get to use the fourwheel drive function on the Range Rover and get the Hunter wellies dirty.
About 12.7 million people live in rural communities in the UK — about a
quarter of the population. Rural areas are home to more than half a
million businesses, which contribute more than £200bn to the economy.
Worth investing in you‘d think. Well apparently not. A recent
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs Committee report found that rural
communities pay higher council tax bills per dwelling, receive fewer
government grants and have access to fewer public services than their
urban counterparts. Wages are lower, house prices are higher, and
infrastructure is less developed, not least the provision of high-quality
broadband.
―The government needs to recognise that the current system of
calculating the local government finance settlement is unfair to rural
areas in comparison with their urban counterparts and should take action
to reduce the disparity,‖ the report says.
Despite this and other misgivings over current policy, the report
welcomed the Government‘s Rural Statement, published in September
last year, which confirmed its commitment to rural communities
especially in relation to economic growth and access to public services.
But while new policies in this area are thrashed out, perhaps it‘s time to
indulge in some ―green field‖ thinking. Imagine a rural community
underpinned by the highest-spec software and hardware; a village that‘s
self-reliant and thriving, making the best use of technology and superfast
internet connectivity to drive a robust local economy and exemplary
environmental stewardship; a place where people, households and
community centres, such as pubs, are interconnected, where children
can access virtual classrooms and share entertainment across the
internet.
<ReadMore>
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Elephants in the room: the role of governments and financial markets in sustainable
development. Photograph: EPA

A question that will be on everyone‘s minds at the forthcoming Global
Compact Leaders Summit in New York is how to bridge the gap between
what business is doing on sustainable development and what it still
needs to do.
The centrality of this issue has been underlined for me recently by three
developments.
The first was the release by the Global Compact of ‗The Global
Corporate Sustainability Report 2013‗. As readers of Jo Confino’s
analysis will recall, the report provides a summary of the state of
corporate sustainability that is, at once, both encouraging and deeply
troubling.
Reflecting the views of 25% of the Global Compact‘s global corporate
membership base (and thus probably those most advanced along the
sustainability road), the report makes one point abundantly clear.
This is that while many companies have made a range of credible
commitments on their social and environmental goals and policies, and
generally seem to understand the serious sustainability risks and
opportunities for the future of business, they are finding it difficult to
implement these either quickly or consistently, whether internally or
along their supply chains.
While they are strong on developing codes and supplier policies, issues
remain in relation to providing the needed staff incentives and training,
monitoring of performance, and stakeholder dialogue. In short, significant
implementation gaps remain.
Given that the 8,000 corporate participants reflect ‗just a sliver‘ of the
world‘s estimated 70,000 multinationals (and many millions of SMEs),
the report rightly concludes that ‗even those committed to sustainability
still have a long journey ahead…‘.
Here we have both an engagement gap and a timing gap. More broadbased and faster change is needed.
These points are also emphasised in the report of the UN High-Level
Advisory Panel (HLAP) on The United Nations in the Age of
Sustainable Development (PDF), released this week.
Taking as its starting point the proposition that ‗achieving sustainable
development will be the overriding challenge of this century‘, the report
calls for ‗a new era of change‘, including on the parts of government, the
UN system and the private sector. The crises of sustainable
development, it concludes, ‗have already become crises of national and
global security.‘
<ReadMore>
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Britain Invests £148 million to
Boost Cycling
By Environment News Service
LONDON, UK, August 26, 2013 (ENS) – British Prime Minister David
Cameron has launched a nationwide drive to promote cycling in cities
and national parks across England. More bikes on the road will mean
fewer cars, less air pollution and a reduction in greenhouse gas
emissions.
Considering both national and local contributions, new funding for
upgrades that will help cyclists will be worth a total of £148 million
(US$230.4 million) between now and 2015.

International
sector all have a role to play in helping to achieve this,‖ Cameron said
while announcing the new funding August 12.
Cameron said government has plans to cut red tape that can stifle cyclefriendly road design and to encourage changes to the way roads are built
or altered.
Local councils will be expected to deliver infrastructure that takes cycling
into account from the design stage.

Olympic Gold medallist Joanna Rowsell, front left, was one of 8,000 riders at the 52-mile
Great Manchester Cycle event, July 1, 2013 (Photo courtesy Great Cycle)

Cyclists participate in the Prudential Ride London festival, August 3, 2013 (Photo
courtesy Prudential Ride London)

A total of £77 million will be divided between Manchester, Leeds,
Birmingham, Newcastle, Bristol, Cambridge, Oxford and Norwich. This
funding means that investment in cycling in the eight cities is now in
excess of £10 per person per year, as recommended by the All Party
Parliamentary Cycling Group‘s recent report.
New Forest, Peak District, South Downs and Dartmoor will each share a
slice of £17 million funding for national parks.
In Greater Manchester, for instance, Department for Transport funding of
£20 million paired with a local contribution of £11.1 million will kick start
Velocity 2025, which will, over time, create a city-wide cycle network.
This will involve a series of high quality cycle lanes that will lead from the
city center out to the M60 like spokes of a bicycle wheel. Spokes will
have a Cycle and Ride station located several miles from the city center,
allowing cyclists to leave their bikes and swap onto Metrolink or a local
rail service for the last leg of their journey if they wish.
As part of a door-to-door approach the proposals involve the introduction
of 20 mph zones in some residential areas adjacent to the cycle ―spokes‖
to enable safer access to the cycleways.
Greater Manchester‘s vision is to double the number of cycle journeys
within five years and to double them again by 2025. The government
funding will bring 56 kilometers of new or improved cycle paths and
predicted health and wellbeing savings of around £7 million a year.
Prime Minister David Cameron said, ―Following our success in the
Olympics, the Paralympics and the Tour de France, British cycling is
riding high – now we want to see cycling soar. Our athletes have shown
they are among the best in the world and we want to build on that, taking
our cycling success beyond the arena and onto the roads, starting a
cycling revolution which will remove the barriers for a new generation of
cyclists.‖
―This government wants to make it easier and safer for people who
already cycle as well as encouraging far more people to take it up and
business, local government, developers, road users and the transport
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New plans for major roads that have a significant impact on cyclists,
such as junction improvements or road-widening, will be cycle-proofed
so they can be navigated confidently by the average cyclist.
Junction upgrades and other improvements will help cyclists at 14
locations on the trunk road network where major roads can prove an
obstacle for journeys by bike. £5 million will be invested in upgrades this
year and a further £15 million will be invested in 2015 to 2016, with plans
in place for many more similar schemes.
This commitment to improved cycling facilities is intended to put Britain
on a level-footing with countries known for higher levels of cycling like
Germany, Denmark and the Netherlands.
Currently, only two percent of trips in the UK are made by bike,
compared with 14 percent in Germany and almost a third in the
Netherlands.
This is despite the fact that 43 percent of people own or have access to a
bike in Britain, and 38 percent of people could just as easily cycle for
short trips as use a car.
In the United Kingdom the National Cycle Network already offers 5,000
miles of continuous routes, including traffic-free and traffic-calmed
sections, and minor roads. The Network carries an estimated 100 million
journeys every year.
But there are wide variations in levels of cycling across the UK. For
example, 47 percent of adults in Cambridge cycle at least once a week,
compared with fewer than five percent in other areas.
Earlier this month thousands of cyclists took over London streets, which
were closed off to cars for the Prudential RideLondon festival weekend,
the UK‘s largest cycling festival. Cyclists enjoyed an eight-mile traffic-free
route past many of London‘s most famous landmarks.
Transport Secretary Patrick McLoughlin said, ―We have seen a
significant growth in the number of cyclists in London over the last few
years. But cycling shouldn‘t be confined to the capital. Today‘s
announcement shows we are absolutely committed to boosting cycling in
cities and the countryside across the whole of England. I want to help
open up cycling to more people and these measures to make cycling
safer on our roads are an important part of that.‖
Copyright Environment News Service (ENS) 2013. All rights reserved.
<ReadMore>
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Can Indonesia increase palm oil
output without destroying its forest?

Kenya water discovery brings hope
for drought relief in rural north

By Paige McClanahan, for theguardian.com

By Martin Plaut, for theguardian.com

The world‘s biggest producer and consumer of palm oil plans to increase
its production of the commodity to meet rising global demand. Indonesia
claims it can reach its goal of producing 40m tonnes a year by 2020
without sacrificing sustainability, but campaigners have their doubts.
Demand for palm oil, which is used in products as varied chocolate bars,
chewing gum, lipstick and washing powder, has grown steadily over the
past decade. According to data from the UN Food and Agricultural
Organisation, total global production reached 50m tonnes in 2012,
almost double the amount produced in 2002.

A Kenya police reservist delivers clean water to a child at the Lotikipi borehole, after a
gridmap Turkana groundwater survey and mapping project. Photograph: Unesco

Two vast underground aquifers, storing billions of litres of water, have been
discovered in the poorest and least developed area of Kenya.

Palm oil accounted for 11% of Indonesia‘s export earnings last year, second only to oil
and gas. Above: an access road under construction in forest being cleared for a palm oil
plantation in Sumatra. Photograph: Chaideer Mahyuddin/AFP/Getty

Roughly half the global supply of palm oil comes from Indonesia, home
to the world‘s third-largest swath of rainforest, after the Amazon and the
Congo basin.
A Greenpeace report released last week claimed that palm oil production
was the single biggest cause of deforestation in Indonesia between 2009
and 2011, accounting for about a quarter of all forest loss over that
period. That means the destruction of critical habitat for endangered
species such as the orangutan and the Sumatran tiger, as well as a
major release of carbon into the atmosphere.
But from Indonesia‘s perspective, the economic upsides of palm oil are
strong. It accounted for 11% of total export earnings last year, second
only to oil and gas, and generated $5.7bn in export taxes for the
government. Officials insist the economic gains of palm oil are not just
going to big multinationals: more than a third of Indonesia‘s palm oil
production comes from smallholder farmers, according to Fadhil Hasan,
executive director of the Indonesian Palm Oil Association.
But how to balance the economic benefits against the environmental
losses? The government has taken steps to ensure sustainability, but
activists say it has not gone far enough.
In May 2011, the government introduced a moratorium on the clearing of
new forest. The two-year ban was extended this year, despite protests
from some domestic industry groups. It will now be in place until at least
2015.
Activists say the moratorium, which bans the approval of new licences to
cut primary forests, leaves much to be desired. ―It‘s got a lot of loopholes
to it,‖ said Ashley Leiman, director of the Orangutan Foundation. ―A lot of
the land that was set aside was not land that you could have converted
[to oil palm plantations] anyway … and there was definitely a rush to give
a lot of permits out beforehand.‖
But Rosediana Suharto, chair of the Indonesian Sustainable Palm Oil
Commission, insists the moratorium has been effective, though she
concedes that some level of deforestation is inevitable with palm oil
production.
<ReadMore>
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The finds, in Turkana county in the north west, were uncovered using new
technology to interpret ground-penetrating radar from satellites. Professor
Judy Wakhungu, appointed minister of environment, water and natural
resources in April, described the find as extremely significant. ―It is not too
deep and ought not to be not too expensive to develop,‖ she added.
Wakhungu said Kenya plans to use the technology to map the entire country:
―We are excited to be able to provide a national map of the country‘s water
resources.‖
The barren semi-desert Turkana region is home to about 700,000 people.
Most live off their herds of camels, goats and sheep. Temperatures rarely fall
below 30C and water is scarce. ―Many people have to live on around 10 litres
of water a day,‖ said Brian McSorley, Oxfam‘s water expert in Nairobi. ―This is
half the minimum daily requirement.‖
The aquifers could change the lives of people in the region. One, close to the
main town of Lodwar, is said to have a proven reserve of 10 billion cubic
metres of fresh water. The other, the Lotikipi basin, further north, towards the
Sudanese border, is even larger, holding at least 200 billion cubic metres of
water.
These aquifers are being recharged from the surrounding plains and hills, an
area of 21,000 sq km, The study indicates it is being replenished at a rate of
1.2 billion cubic metres a year – more than enough to supply the entire
county.
The UN scientific and cultural organisation, Unesco, backed a France-based
company, Radar Technologies, founded by Alain Gachet, which began the
search for the water in November. Gachet, who cut his teeth as an
exploration geologist in the oil industry, developed the Watex technology to
interpret radar and oil exploration data in order to explore for water.
―We processed imagery from the pace shuttle,‖ Gachet said. ―This allowed us
to build up a detailed surface map. Then we interpreted radar imagery from
the Japanese space agency and deep seismic data from the oil industry. With
this approach, we were able to peel back the surface of the earth like an
onion.‖
Among his first customers was the UN refugee agency. At the height of the
Darfur crisis, the technology helped supply the refugee camps that sprang up
in the desolate regions of eastern Chad, as people streamed across the
border to escape the war.
The technology produces detailed maps indicating where water has
accumulated deep beneath the surface. Test wells are then drilled to validate
the findings. This has been done in Turkana and water was found less than
50 metres from the surface. As drilling progressed to a depth of 330 metres,
three layers of the aquifer were discovered.
<ReadMore>
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Going Dutch: why the country is
leading the way on sustainable
business
By Oliver Balch, for theguardian.com

International
companies themselves.‖
This week, for instance, business participants in a network initiative
called Sustainable Tuesdays are proposing a range of sustainability
measures in an attempt to inform the annual budget. Chief executives
from the country‘s largest eight companies, meanwhile, regularly meet
under the umbrella of the Dutch Sustainable Growth Coalition.
<ReadMore>

Atlantic hurricane season: so far, so
calm as weather defies forecasts
By Tom Dart in Houston, for the guardian
So far, so calm: despite predictions that this year‘s Atlantic hurricane season
would be unusually busy, the season has entered its second half and a
hurricane is yet to form.
On 23 May, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)

Dutch companies are frequently cited as amongst the most sustainable
and progressive. Photograph: Art Kowalsky / Alamy/Alamy
Thursday is a big day in the corporate sustainability calendar. The latest
Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI) series is out.
The frontrunners remain unknown, yet if previous years are anything to
go by, there‘s a good chance that a hatful of Dutch companies will be
among them. Netherlands-based global brands such as Philips, Unilever,
AkzoNobel, DSM and PostNL have emerged as DJSI stalwarts.
Home to less than 17 million people and with an economy less than a
third the size of France‘s, this small European state continues to punch
far above its weight in the sustainability stakes. So why is this?
On the face of it, all the pieces are in place for companies to embrace a
progressive approach to business. In MVO Nederland (CSR
Netherlands), the country boasts an active industry-led advocacy group.
Public awareness is also high, with sustainability issues integrated into
the school curriculum. A robust and active civil society, coupled with
consistent business-friendly governments, helps too.
But the Netherlands is not the only nation to have a good framework for
sustainability. Think of Sweden, or Germany, or even the UK. Nor does
having the right conditions necessarily lead to achieving the right
outcomes. Just because you can act sustainably doesn‘t mean you will.
What‘s more, the conditions are changing in the Netherlands.
Companies‘ purse strings are tight, just as everywhere else in Europe.
Keeping the sea at bay, together
For Ton Büchner, chief executive and chairman of paints and coatings
firm AkzoNobel, the answers lie in the country‘s history and culture. Life,
for a long time, was tough in the Netherlands. With around one fifth of
the country situated below sea level, floods were commonplace. ―People
were standing up to their knees in mud and trying to build a society‖, he
says. According to Büchner, this forced people to work together. For
more than four centuries, the Dutch have been installing dykes and
drains to reclaim land from the sea and keep the water at bay. ―It takes a
lot of people to keep your feet dry,‖ he notes.
As a result, The Netherlands is relatively unique in practising a strong
consensus-driven approach to decision-making. Dutch NGOs, politicians,
academics and business people knew all about ―multi-stakeholder‖
negotiation long before the sustainability field picked up on it. Back in the
1980s and 1990s, when the government began to develop long-term
environmental strategies and targets, it did so in conjunction with
business.
Such cross-sector co-operation has increased business buy-in as a
result, according to Professor Jacqueline Cramer, director of the Utrecht
Sustainability Institute and a former minister of the environment: ―More
than in other countries, the relationship between government and
industry is very important in establishing the commitment of the
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Braithwaite, Louisiana, inundated with flood waters in 2012. This year there have
been seven named storms but no hurricanes. Photograph: David J Phillip/AP

said it was ―forecasting an active or extremely active season this year‖,
because it was expecting bad weather in west Africa that would move
westwards; warmer-than-average water temperatures in the Atlantic Ocean
and Caribbean Sea; and the absence of El Nino, the phenomenon that
produces unusually warm water temperatures in the tropical Pacific Ocean
and affects Atlantic weather patterns.
The federal agency said there was a 70% likelihood of 13 to 20 named
storms producing seven to 11 hurricanes, of which three to six could be
major. Even NOAA‘s revised outlook, issued on 8 August, anticipated three to
five major hurricanes.
The hurricane season began on 1 June and ends on 30 November. So far
this year there have been seven named storms, causing more than a dozen
deaths in Mexico.
Dennis Feltgen, a spokesman for the National Hurricane Center, told the
Guardian in an email that since records began in 1851, the first Atlantic
hurricane of the year has formed after 7 September only 13 times. The alltime record latest is 8 October, which happened in 1905. An average year
would have seen the development of three hurricanes by early September.
Last month was the first time since 2002 that August passed without a
hurricane.
If the first hurricane of 2013 gathers after 8am ET on Wednesday, it will be
the latest debutant to form since the satellite tracking era began in the mid1960s.
However, Feltgen warned that the quiet opening half of the season was no
guarantee of a hurricane-free second period and that there is still ample time
for forecasts to be proved right. ―We are at mid-point of the six-month
hurricane season,‖ he said. ―It is a mistake to believe that the second half of
the season would resemble the first half. With half of the season to go
through yet, no one should let their guard down.‖
He said that contributing factors to the absence of hurricanes so far are dry,
stable and sinking air over the central and eastern tropical Atlantic Ocean,
dust originating from the Sahara and wind shear (changes in wind speed and
direction). These cause storms to dissipate.
<ReadMore>
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Efficient Vehicles and Sustainability
Initiatives in the U.S. Auto Industry
From GlobalWarmingisReal.com

International
A late 2012 report released by Lux Research forecasts that the market
for electric vehicle charging stations will rise from $140 million in 2012 to
$1.15 billion by 2020. The market for charging equipment is expected to
grow from about 120,000 units in 2012 to 1.3 million in 2020.
Here is a review of some fuel efficient vehicles along with the
sustainability efforts of U.S. automakers General Motors, Ford and Tesla.
These car companies are producing more efficient vehicles as well as
exploring some innovative sustainability initiatives.

<ReadMore>

Beverage Distributor Big Geyser Goes
Solar
SustainableBusiness.com News
We're proud that a personal friend took the initiative to install a major
solar array at the company where he serves as CFO, Big Geyser.

U.S. automakers are producing an ever increasing line-up of more
efficient vehicles. However, efficiency measures in the auto industry
extend beyond the vehicles they produce. American car companies must
compete with more than 36 new hybrid and electric vehicles (EVs) that
have been or will be launched in 2013. Growing demand for highly
efficient vehicles has compelled almost every brand to get into the EV
market, which gives consumers an ever expanding list of vehicles to
choose from.
In addition to expanded product lines, innovative sustainability measures
are being adopted by automakers. As explained by Green Car Reports,
the major automakers are doing more on the sustainability front when it
comes to their EV production lines. They are reducing their waste,
increasing their use of solar power while reducing their energy usage.
Automotive brands are increasingly seeing value in greening their
operations and products as evidenced by Interbrand‘s 2013 Best Global
Green Brands ranking, which counted four automotive brands in the top
five spots. The ranking evaluates companies based on their
environmental performance and the public‘s perception of their green
credentials.
A Mintel study indicated that sales of hybrids and EVs were up 73
percent in 2012. They forecasted that the number of hybrid and EVs will
reach 535,000 units by the end of 2013, which represents a 14 percent
increase in sales over 2012. By 2017, Mintel predicts that sales of
hybrids and EVs will reach 850,000 units, representing five percent of the
total US car market.
According to forecasts from Pike research, more than 210,000 plug-in
electric vehicles (PEVs) will be sold globally in 2013. By the end of 2013,
about 400,000 PEVs will be on the road globally. They further predicted
improved battery performance including greater reliability and charge
acceptance from regenerative braking.
Edmunds.com projected that at least 43 new hybrids, PEVs, EVs, diesels
and fuel cell electric vehicles are planned for introduction in the U.S. by
the 2015 model year.
Aggressive national fuel economy standards for model years 2012 to
2025 have helped push automakers to provide more efficient vehicles.
Declining price points from companies like GM and Nissan are also a
factor driving the rapid adoption of EVs. The growth of charging station
infrastructure is another factor supporting growth.
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Big Geyser is a beverage distributor based in Queens, New York, that
carries products from well known companies such as Vitaminwater,
Apple and Eve, and Honest Tea. It sells to thousands of retailers in the
NY Metro area.
A 408-kilowatt (kW) solar system now graces the roof that will provide all
the electricity the facility needs, with enough left over to charge
future electric forklifts and delivery trucks.
"As long as the
sun rises, this
project yields an
attractive
and
predictable return
on our investment
for at least the
next 25 years,"
says Rich Richer,
CFO
of
Big
Geyser. "As a
privately owned company, we can take the longer view and look for
investments of this quality."
It's really exciting to watch our system work, says Richer. "We monitor
our performance online for each of our five inverters and the entire
solar system. If we under-produce during nighttime and cloudy days, the
meter runs forward as we draw power from the grid. When we produce
more energy than we need, the meter runs backward as we send power
back into the grid. It works cumulatively so at any given time we could
be ahead or behind - the idea being to balance supply and demand over
the long term and 'break even'. We continue to reduce demand due to
the cool roof and new projects like reflective window film. As a result we
have reduced our overall demand and are running backward even
though we run our business for 20 hours a day against supplying solar
power for about 12 hours per day. We hope to put the excess to use
with electric forklifts and electric-powered trucks."
"Big Geyser is to be commended for not just installing enough solar
power to run its factory, but also for planning for the future needs of an
electric vehicle-based delivery fleet," says Francis Murray Jr., CEO of
NYSERDA.
After finishing a successful lighting retrofit, the company decided to
pursue solar to further cut energy costs. They also got a cool roof as part
of the package.
"We expect our cool roof to enhance solar output while reducing air
conditioning kilowatt hour usage by keeping the roof very close to the
ambient temperature during the cooling season," says Howard
Ehrenshaft of Energy Conservation Group of America, who did the
lighting retrofit and put together the solar package.
Installed by EmPower Solar, Big Geyser received funding assistance
under the NY-Sun Initiative from the New York State Energy Research
and Development Authority (NYSERDA).
<ReadMore>
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50 of the World's 500 Biggest
Companies Undermine Progress on
Climate Change

International
financial sector, for example, just 6% disclose emissions associated with
their investments, which make up the majority of their emissions. Bank of
America is a good example - it touts its environmental progress while
continuing to invest in coal.

SustainableBusiness.com News

Another recent study that evaluated only US companies comes to the
same conclusions - a small minority of companies are responsible for the
majority of pollution, be it air, water or greenhouse gas emissions.

Over the past 20 years, many of the world's biggest corporations have
committed to seriously address climate change and have followed that
up with targets and initiatives.

CDP conducts this annual analysis for use by its 722 institutional
investor-members, representing $87 trillion in invested capital.
<ReadMore>

Most companies are criticized for moving too slowly, but even that
progress is being undermined by just 50 corporations which, it turns out,
produce 75% of greenhouse gases of the 500 biggest publicly
traded companies - the FTSE Global 500, reports the CDP (formerly
Carbon Disclosure Project) and PwC.
These grand polluters - primarily in the energy, materials and utilities
sectors, have increased emissions 1.65% over the past four years, the
equivalent of adding over 8.5 million pickup trucks to the roads
or supplying electricity to 6 million homes for a year, according to the US
EPA. And the 10 biggest polluters have increased emissions 53% since
2009.
Some of those 50 grand polluters make the news for their sustainability
efforts, such as Walmart, which has been touting a variety of important
initiatives - but still, emissions creep up. Same for Federal Express.
Perhaps this is because of Walmart's sheer size and FedEx's
dependence on fuels.
At least 17 of the worst 50 are US companies, many of them in the oil
industry: Exxon-Mobil, Chevron, ConocoPhillips, Apache, Devon Energy
and Occidental Petroleum. Other companies include Carnival, Air
Products & Chemicals, Dow Chemical, DuPont, Praxair, AT&T, American
Electric Power, Duke Energy and Exelon.
These companies lead their respective industries on emissions: ExxonMobil, Walmart, Carnival, Bank
of
America, Bayer, Samsung
and
Verizon.
Which companies are the "good guys" - ranked at 99 or 100 (out of
100 points) for meaningful
greenhouse gas reduction
strategies,
transparent
disclosure or both?
The list includes a number
of
auto
companies:
Honda, Nissan, Volkswagen
, BMW and Daimler. Among
banks there's BNY Mellon,
and in technology, Cisco
Systems, Royal
Philips,
and Hewlett-Packard,
among the early pioneers
of corporate sustainability.
Gas Natural SDG and
Nestle are also on the list.
Among the companies that
declined to send information
for
the
report
are
Amazon.com and Apple.
One of the keys to
corporate
progress
on
climate
change
is
where incentives
are
provided to top executives,
notes CDP, which is shown
here by industry sector:
Another key conclusion of the report is that although many corporations
are doing a much better job of measuring and reporting on emissions,
they still leave out what could amount to 47% of total emissions.
While 72% of companies measure emissions associated with business
travel, that equates to just 0.2% of the sample's indirect emissions. In the
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France Levies Taxes on Carbon and
Nuclear Energy
SustainableBusiness.com News
While nuclear advocates
point to France as a model
for successfully relying on
nuclear
energy,
under
President
Hollande's
leadership, it is moving away
from nuclear and toward
renewable energy.
The government announced
it will begin taxing carbon
emissions from
the
use
of fossil fuels and will also
place a levy on nuclear
energy to finance billions of
dollars
worth
of energy
efficiency
and renewable
projects.
A carbon tax on fossil fuel
consumption (oil, diesel,
coal, natural gas) will be
phased in, raising $5.4 billion by 2016, and a nuclear tax will be applied
over the remaining lifetime of the country's 58 reactors. People that work
in the fishing and transport industries are exempt from the carbon tax.
The goal is to raise the share of renewables to 23% by 2020 (up from
13% now) and cut energy consumption in half by 2050. Nuclear's share
of the energy mix would drop 75% today to 50% by 2025, and use
of fossil fuels would decline 30% by 2030. The transition is expected to
cost 20 billion euros a year.
By the end of the year, President Hollande promises to pass a law that
caps nuclear capacity and gives the government (which owns about 85%
of Electricite de France (EDF)) the legal right to close reactors.
Hollande views growth of the renewable energy industry as an important
way to tackle soaring unemployment in addition to supplying clean, safe
energy. 100,000 people are employed by the industry, which will more
than double by 2020 if production targets are met. He won the election
for his focus on growth, not austerity.
France has long postponed its first offshore wind farms, but is
now calling for 25 gigawatts (GW) of wind, tidal and wave power by 2020
- it has the most potential for tidal power in Europe after the UK, about 4
GW.
Last week, the government released a $267 million request for proposal
for a pilot marine energy project of 80 megawatts.
Wind energy accounts for just 2% of France's power today, while solar
generates less than 0.5%.
One of the simple energy efficiency measures France is taking
is requiring commercial buildings to shut their lights off at night. This
alone will save the energy it takes to power 750,000 homes!
<ReadMore>
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Carbon footprint from food waste
bigger than most countries'

International
This article originally appeared at Sustainable Business News. Food
bank pumpkins image by U.S. Department of Agriculture via Flickr. To
learn more about the food-energy-water nexus, don't miss ourVERGE SF
event Oct. 14-17.

By Sustainable Business News
Food waste isn't just
a devastating misuse
of natural resources,
it's also a huge part
of the world's carbon
footprint, according
to the United Nations
Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO).
Every year, the world
throws out about 1.3
billion tons of food -a startling one-third
of
the
food
produced. And that
creates a greenhouse gas footprint bigger than all countries, except for
China and the U.S.
How? Because of the immense amounts of energy, water and chemicals
used for agriculture and food production. The food supply chain
produces about 3.3 billion tons of carbon a year.
That means 30 percent of the world's farmland -- about 3.5 billion acres - is wasted.
And not counting seafood, wasting all that food costs about $750 billion a
year, about the GDP of Switzerland, says FAO.
"All of us -- farmers and fishers; food processors and supermarkets; local
and national governments; individual consumers -- must make changes
at every link of the human food chain to prevent food wastage from
happening in the first place, and re-use or recycle it when we can't," said
FAO Director-General José Graziano da Silva. "We simply cannot allow
one-third of all the food we produce to go to waste or be lost because of
inappropriate practices, when 870 million people go hungry every day."
"Food wastage reduction would not only avoid pressure on scarce
natural resources but also decrease the need to raise food production by
60 percent in order to meet the 2050 population demand," writes FAO in
its report, "Food Wastage Footprint: Impacts on Natural Resources."
The UN study is the first to examine the impacts of global food waste
from an environmental perspective, looking specifically at consequences
for the climate, water and land use, and biodiversity.
Where waste occurs
The majority of food waste (54 percent) happens during and after food
harvesting, particularly while it's handled and stored. The rest occurs
during the processing, distribution and consumption stages.
In developed economies, such as the U.S., where up to 40 percent of all
food is wasted, the issue is one ofconsumers buying too much and
throwing away what they don't need. Elsewhere, in emerging and
developing nations, the waste comes from farming inefficiencies and a
lack of proper storage, reports FAO.
Asia (China, Japan, Korea) is a regional hot spot for vegetable waste
and rice, the cultivation of which is extremely carbon-intensive. Meat
waste is a big issue in Latin America, which accounts for 80 percent of
the world's meat waste. Fruit and vegetable waste is problematic in Asia,
Latin America and Europe.
How to solve the problem
The highest priority is to reduce crop losses through better farming
practices, says FAO. Also important are re-use and recycling strategies
that make it easier to donate surplus food to those that need it, and to
divert foods not fit for human consumption to livestock.
Beyond
these strategies,
FAO
recommends
by-product
recycling, anaerobic digestion and composting to recover energy and
nutrients. These processes also minimize the amount of methane
created by food rotting in landfills.
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<ReadMore>

Hannaford supermarket eliminates
HFCs; Whole Foods to follow
By Sustainable Business News

The first U.S. supermarket to address climate-forcing HFCs
(hydroflourocarbons) is in Maine in the tiny town of Turner.
Belgium-based Delhaize America, which owns the Hannaford
supermarket chain, opened the first store that chills and freezes
foods using carbon dioxide instead of super-greenhouse gas HFCs.
Carbon dioxide is a natural refrigerant used in Canada and Europe in
moderate-to-cold climates.
Just using this system will cut the store's carbon footprint by 3.4 million
pounds a year. Delhaize's goal is to lower greenhouse gas emissions 20
percent by 2020.
Besides eliminating HFCs, using carbon is more energy efficient and
inexpensive, and leaks are easy to fix.
"We realized that refrigerant emissions could easily be 25 to 30 percent
of the greenhouse gas emissions pie," says Harrison Horning, director of
energy and facility services of Delhaize North America.
Whole Foods and Angelo Caputo's Fresh Markets also plan to begin
using carbon refrigerants this year.
"Natural refrigerants are more energy efficient than HFCs in many
applications. They are better for the environment, they are reliable, and
there is absolutely no reason that U.S. supermarkets are not
aggressively transitioning now. There are no more excuses; the time has
come to phase out these harmful refrigerants," says the Environmental
Investigation Agency.
HFCs were introduced to replace ozone-depleting chemicals under the
Montreal Protocol. Although they don't harm the ozone layer, they are
powerful greenhouse gases -- 11,700 times more powerful than carbon
dioxide.
HFCs are commonly used in air conditioners, refrigerators, insulating
foams, solvents and aerosol products. Alternatives are readily available.
When Hillary Clinton served as Secretary of State, she formed a coalition
to address climate forcers such as HFCs, which are dramatically
accelerating the pace of climate change. Most recently, President
Obama made phasing out HFCs a priority in his climate change speech.
Last year, a consortium of more than 400 companies, including Unilever,
Tesco, Coca-Cola and Walmart, agreed to use climate-friendly
refrigerants and stop using HFCs, beginning in 2015.
This article originally appeared at Sustainable Business News. Grocery
store refrigerator image by Alex Barth via Flickr
<Source>
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partisanship for
tourism

washes
away
South Carolina
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Climate change: UN makes high-risk
attempt to break deadlock on talks
Secretary General Ban Ki-moon to invite world leaders to first summit of
its kind since Copenhagen in 2009

By Frank Knapp Jr.
Tourism is a big
multi-billion
dollar
business in South
Carolina. Millions of
tourists flock to its
coast every year to
enjoy beaches and
historic
treasures
such as Charleston.
But this big tourism
industry is primarily
a small business
industry.
From
Cherry Grove in the
north to Beaufort in the south, and all the small and large cities in
between, the small businesses provide the tourism experience.
Regardless of the partisan interests of small businesses along the South
Carolina coast, they have two things in common. First, they are
dependent on our tourism economy for the success of their businesses.
Second, rising sea levels due to climate change is a long-term common
enemy that threatens the coastal tourism industry. As a result, many of
these small businesses are calling for action and the fight to the public.
Their livelihoods are at stake. If the sea level rises six feet along the
South Carolina coast by 2100, as NOAA predicts, most of the state's
beautiful beaches will be washed away. Entire small business areas in
Cherry Grove, Pawleys Island, Georgetown, Murrells Inlet and Folly
Beach will be lost. Charleston, already experiencing flooding when rains
come during high tide, will see up to one-third of its peninsula under
water.
Unfortunately, it is difficult for tourists to grasp the serious threat. If they
could, many would want to protect our coast and preserve it for future
generations. That is why elevating the public's concern about a far-off,
manmade natural disaster is essential.
Given the partisan gridlock in Congress, public demand is needed to
force Congress to take action to reduce carbon pollution and transition
the country to a clean energy economy. Public demand on climate
change also is needed to encourage the president to follow through with
his stated agenda to address carbon pollution.
That is why the South Carolina Small Business Chamber of
Commerce and the American Sustainable Business Council started the
sea level rise education project in the Palmetto state called SC
BARS (South Carolina Businesses Acting on Rising Seas). It is designed
to turn tourists visiting South Carolina into an army of advocates for
protecting the coastal tourism economy. It does this by allowing the
tourists to experience visually and viscerally what climate changeinduced sea level rise actually means. Small businesses along the coast
are asked to post signs and, if appropriate, put up blue tape indicating
the high tide water mark projected for 2100 if no action is taken to stop
carbon pollution.
The signs direct tourists to look for the blue tape in directly affected
business. The signs also encourage visits to the website for information
about sea level rise and gives the option of sending a letter to Congress
and the president.
In spite of being a very politically conservative state, the response to the
SC BARS effort has been positive with approximately half of the small
business owners agreeing to put up the signage and blue tape to
educate the public. Less than 10 percent of small businesses contacted
flatly reject participation.
Lighthouse image by urbanlight via Shutterstock.

By Fiona Harvey, environment correspondent, The Guardian,
The United Nations secretary general is to invite world leaders next week to
an unprecedented summit on climate change, in the hope of breaking the
long deadlock on global warming talks. The high-risk strategy will put heads
of state and government together to talk about the issue for the first time
since the Copenhagen summit in 2009 ended in scenes of farce and disarray.
Ban Ki-moon has decided he must convene the meeting because of the
stalemate in the talks for the past four years, with international action
dwindling even as greenhouse gas emissions continue to rise strongly, and
scientific warnings over the consequences grow more strident.
He will tell world leaders next week that he expects them to attend crucial
talks in 2014, ahead of a
diplomatic push for a new
global treaty on the climate,
to culminate the following
year. It is understood that he
thinks one of the failures of
the Copenhagen process
was to bring in leaders only
in the dying days of those
negotiations, when diplomats
had already failed to secure
a deal.
By convening leaders a year
before the crucial stage of
the new round of global talks,
he hopes to create an
atmosphere in which leading
UN general secretary Ban Ki-moon believes
leaders should have been involved at an earlier
nations such as the US,
stage in the 2009 climate change talks.
China and EU countries can
Photograph: Seth Wenig/AP
agree the broad outlines of a
new climate agreement, and then return to their officials and instruct them to
hammer out the details.
The next crucial international climate meeting is scheduled for 2015 in Paris,
which according to current plans is the deadline for a new global pact on
emissions to be signed. Ban is understood to view climate change as one of
the key defining issues of his tenure as secretary general, and is still smarting
from the failure of the Copenhagen summit to produce a unified world view on
the problem.
This is a gamble by the UN. The world's leading economies are currently
signed up to targets to curb their greenhouse gas emissions by 2020, but at
present there is no clear agreement on goals beyond that date. But scientific
projections, to be revealed next week by the UN-convened body of the
world's leading climate scientists, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change, are expected to show that time is running out, as emissions are
racing ahead of the ability of the world's natural systems to absorb their
impact.
Under current emissions trends, the International Energy Agency, the World
Bank and other respected bodies have warned that global warming could
reach 6C, which would lead to widespread floods, droughts, famine and
migration.
Ban's gamble was hailed by some diplomats as a potential game-changer.
"We need to have the impetus behind this, we need to get over Copenhagen
and get to a new level," said an official from one developed country.
But the history of climate talks makes clear that there is no guarantee of
success. The first real international discussion of climate issues by heads of
state and government came at Rio in 1992, when governments – including
the US under George Bush – agreed that action to "avoid dangerous climate
change" was urgent and necessary, and signed the first treaty on the subject,
the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change. It took five years of
tortuous negotiations to translate those hopes into concrete action, in the
form of the Kyoto protocol of 1997.

<ReadMore>
<ReadMore>
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Small Businesses Grew Sales of Green
Products During Recession
SustainableBusiness.com News
In the first major survey to look at the green economy from the perspective of
small business owners, 75% say sales of green products actually rose during
the recession (2008-2011).
The study includes owners of "microbusinesses" - those with 5 or fewer
employees - which represent 88% of US businesses.
Among businesses that saw sales growth in green products, the greener the
company's
practices,
the
higher
their
sales,
reports Green
America, EcoVentures International and Association for Enterprise
Opportunity, who collaborated on the survey. 79% "strongly agree" that
offering green products and services gave their business a competitive
advantage during that time.
Over 1,300 small business owners were surveyed on the environmental and
social benefits attributes of their products and services as well as their
adoption of green practices like lighting/ energy efficiency, waste and water
management and use of renewable energy. Respondents were
then segmented into three categories: Deep Green, Mid-Green and Light
Green.
Deep Green businesses reported significantly stronger performance than
their Light Green peers on nearly every dimension.
62% that offer green products or services say they do so because it's a
"competitive requirement" in their industry.
Although businesses note greater competition for green-oriented customers,
their greenest products tend to be profitable, often more profitable, than their
less environmentally beneficial offerings.
Another study found that Americans generally bought fewer green products
during the recession, because most people spent less overall.
But Deep Green purchasers - who choose green products for most of their
purchases - increased during that time to 9% of the consumer market.
And a third study conducted during the recession found that "sustainability
has stood the test of time.‖ Even during difficult economic times 69% of
American adults bought green products or services and 48% of them said
it's because they are better for the environment. 82% said they know which
companies and brands have a strong history of sustainability and that's who
they buy from.
Read the study, The Big Green Opportunity for Small Green Business in the
US:
Website: www.greenbusinessnetwork.org/green-your-business/big-greenopportunity-report.html

<ReadMore>

The companies trying to crowdsource
sustainable innovations
Crowdsourcing ideas is one way to speed up innovation. But are
companies trying to get external inspiration on the cheap?
By Tim Smedley, Guardian Professional,
You know what it's like. You wait ages for a crowdsourced sustainable
water innovation competition, and then two come along at once. Danish utility
company Aarhus Water has an open call for ideas to redesign its Egaa
wastewater treatment plant. And Unilever is running a competitionto design
the sustainable shower of the future.
Both competitions stem from the same frustration: a step change is needed in
sustainable innovation, and it's not coming from the traditional marketplace.
Rather than calling for designs for the whole process, the Aarhus Water
competition (which closes on 4 October) is divided into four challenges carbon harvesting, biogas production, energy consumption and smarter
energy utilisation - that people can tackle separately without any specific
knowledge of wastewater treatment plants (WWTP).
"The whole idea is to take a very complex problem, chop it up into lots of
small encircled problems, and allow people from the outside to contribute",
explains Mikkel Thomassen, director of the Danish company Smith
Innovation, contracted by Aarhus Water to run the crowdsourcing phase. "We
only have a limited number of firms working within the [WWTP] area –
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although they are highly qualified, they do things in a certain way ... If you
want to more fundamentally rethink how we do this kind of plant, we need
inspiration from outside."
Thomassen expects entrants will have existing expertise due to the highly
specific nature of the challenges, but the pool for that expertise can be
considerably widened by crowdsourcing: "For example bio-gas or filter
purification technologies – these are used in many different industries, the
dairy industry, processing, and we hope to be able to persuade companies,
researchers or individuals working in these sectors to put forward their ideas".
A fifth call for entries simply called "surprise us" also allows for ideas from
virtually anyone.
Thomassen admits, "An open innovation campaign is not very costly
economically but there is a cost in a sense that you give up a lot of control – I
don't know whether we will receive two ideas or 200."
Unilever meanwhile has teamed up with crowdsourcing community eYeka,
offering €5,000 (£4,265) for the best sustainable shower design (competition
closes on 8 September). Unilever is not a manufacturer of showers, but
targets under its sustainable living plan call for a 50% reduction in its water
use by 2020, taking responsibility for the whole lifecycle of products, which for
Unilever includes shampoo. Michiel Leijnse, water and innovation brand
director for Unilever, explains, "a typical shower in the UK uses 62 litres of
water, in the US it's upwards of 100. We think there must be better, more
efficient, ways of getting clean ... and we haven't found them within the
mainstream manufacturers so far".
Unilever has really embraced crowdsourcing, having already announced an
ongoing partnership with eYeka to develop ideas for Unilever brands. An
open innovation section on the Unilever website also allows people to submit
ideas for Unilever products or respond to a specific list of wants – at the time
of going to press, examples included "toothpaste that amazes your mouth".
What happens to these product ideas once submitted however, is less clear.
The specific ownership rights of crowdsourced ideas can also vary. In
eYeka's terms and conditions, it reads: "winners whose submissions are
selected as selection of the jury undertake to assign to the company the
intellectual property rights in these submissions." Unilever says this is
standard across such crowdsourcing platforms.
In the context of potentially designing the world's most sustainable shower,
€5,000 seems little recompense. Asked if this is a potential flaw in the
crowdsourcing
model, Leijnse says
it's a fair concern,
"but at the same
time having an idea
is one thing, bringing
it to market is
another ... if we can
work with them it
would lead to a
different
arrangement than if
they just had an idea
Unilever has lauched a competition to design the world's most
and couldn't take it
sustainable shower, but is the €5,000 prize fair? Photograph:
Bazuki Muhammad/REUTERS
further." The volume
of entries to the shower competition is also such that, he says: "I don't think
it's putting people off".
The Aarhus Water competition doesn't involve a cash prize, but Thomassen
insists that the winners "would have the rights of ownership and Aarhus
Water would [only] have the right to use it in this particular building project."
However he also argues that seeing a product or solution realised is an even
bigger motivator than money. "In theory you could come up with some
conflicts as you mention – should I give away my ideas for free ... But in
reality these conflicts of interest are much more limited than is often assumed
... they receive the opportunity to be part of the ongoing building project, to
have an idea realised in a specific project."
Also the urgent need for sustainability solutions may prove a bigger driver
than in more commercial fields. The potential water savings to come from
showers, given that they account for a third of current domestic water use in
the west, is huge. Aarhus Water want to maximise the production of energy
and reduce the energy consumption at Egaa, so that the net energyproduction exceeds 150%. Existing technologies could achieve 75%, says
Thomassen, and only theoretically.
<ReadMore>
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Shame on you, Apple, Facebook
and Amazon
It is nothing short of a disgrace these three brands and 94 other major
corporations refuse to divulge carbon emissions data to global NGO
CDP, says Jo Confino
By Jo Confino, theguardian.com,

International
largest market capitalisation.
I approached several US companies to see what they would say in their
defence. Caterpillar and General Dynamics failed to respond while
Apple, Facebook and Phillips 66 all gave a similar reason - that they
already publish their own data.
A spokesperson for Phillips 66 said the company "has chosen not to
participate in the CDP as the company reports greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions publicly" while Facebook said it "already publicly shares data
on our emissions, energy use, and energy sources on an annual basis.
All our data is third-party verified by Cameron-Cole."
But CDP CEO Paul Simpson will have none of this: "There is absolutely
no excuse," he says. "These companies clearly have made a decision
that it is better not to respond and therefore there is something they are
not happy to see revealed.
<ReadMore>

U.K. project to turn business waste
into green roof material
By BusinessGreen Staff

Major corporations are keeping us in the dark on their carbon emissions.
Photograph: Joe Klamar/AFP/Getty Images

There comes a time when naming and shaming is the only way to get
some businesses to start taking their responsibilities seriously.
This is why CDP, the respected global NGO, has for the first time
compiled and published a list of major companies around the world that
are refusing to disclose details of their carbon emissions.
In the US, that includes household names such as Apple, Facebook,
Amazon.com, Time Warner Cable, Comcast, Caterpillar and General
Dynamics.
Shame on all of you and the other 90 of the 500 largest listed companies
in the world that chose not to give CDP the data it requested.
Let's be clear, the CDP is not some go-it-alone organisation, but is
collecting the data at the specific request of 722 institutional investors
representing $87tn in invested capital.
It is doing this work not for some academic or technical reason, but
because the world is in acute danger from rising CO2 levels and it is
doing its best to reverse this disastrous trend.
The information CDP collects sits on all Bloomberg financial terminals
and is being used by a record number of investors to benchmark
company performance and make investment decisions based on it.
As the CEO of Henderson Global Investors, which has almost £70bn
under management, says: "We seek to ensure the companies we invest
in achieve and maintain high standards of corporate responsibility, which
includes the measurement and management of environmental impacts.
CDP is a critical partner for us in fulfilling this responsibility."
I know it's a bit of a bore to read lists, but it's worth highlighting some
more of the businesses that still seem to be living in an age when it was
considered OK to hide behind a wall of secrecy.
Other US companies refusing to play ball include finance giant Berkshire
Hathaway, US healthcare corporations Gilead Sciences and Express
Scripts and energy and utility groups the Southern Company, Phillips 66,
EOG Resources, Dominion Resources, NextEra Energy, National Oilwell
Varco and Marathon Petroleum.
In total, more than a third of the companies that failed to respond were
from the US, with only a handful from Europe, dubiously led by fashion
companies Hermes International and Prada.
The second largest block of companies in terms of geography, a total of
17, that refused to divulge information came from China and Hong Kong
with China Mobile and Bank of China being the companies with the
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East London businesses will have the opportunity to see how a truly
circular economy could work, after planning permission for the United
Kingdom's first industrial scale cradle to cradle demonstration project
was granted this week.
Cradle
to
cradle
business
models
involve the collection of
waste materials that
otherwise might go to
landfill in order to make
new products that can
be recycled and reused
themselves,
saving
resources,
cutting
greenhouse
gas
emissions and reducing
costs.
The new demonstrator will turn by-products from tenants at the London
Sustainable Industries Park (London SIP) in Dagenham, including a food
grade plastic recycling business, a gasification plant and an anaerobic
digestion plant, into aggregate material that can be used to help drainage
on green roofs or on pathways in place of gravel.
The project forms part of a pan-European initiative called C2C BIZZ,
which aims to accelerate the application of cradle to cradle (C2C)
principles at business sites and in the wider built environment throughout
Northwest Europe. According to the Institute for Sustainability, which
secured planning permission for the new project, the pilot will be used to
produce a toolkit for creating C2C business and innovation sites and
provide guidance on finance models, operational best practices and
technical advice for future sites.
Stella Okeahialam, program director at the institute, said cradle to cradle
systems could help tackle the 434 million tonnes of waste produced
every year in the U.K., while also generating economic benefits for
participating businesses and communities.
"As global demand for resources and the cost of transporting and
disposing of unwanted materials increases, a number of approaches
such as C2C and circular economy encourage a transformation in the
way waste is considered and managed," she said in a statement.
"The demonstrator provides a unique opportunity to show in practice how
these approaches applied to industrial resources could not only reduce
waste and help preserve finite resources, but can be commercially viable
in the long term."
This article originally appeared at Business Green.
Green roof image by Sukpaiboonwat via Shutterstock.
<Source>
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Cities bypass slow government to lead
the way on climate change
Cities are where the greatest climate change challenges and
opportunities lie, and where mayors are pioneering initiatives
By Mike Scott, Guardian Professional,
Efforts by national
governments
to
tackle climate
change and
other
sustainability challen
ges have been mixed
at best over the past
20 years, but there is
one
level
of
government that has
embraced
the
challenge with gusto
"When it comes to climate change, cities are where the
most exciting progress is being made," according to
– and success.
Michael Bloomberg, mayor of New York.
"National
Photograph: Jewel Samad/AFP/Getty Images
governments
have
largely failed to act, while cities embody the spirit of innovation we need.
When it comes to climate change, cities are where the most exciting
progress is being made," said Michael Bloomberg, mayor of New York,
speaking by videolink to the City Climate Leadership Awards in London
this month. He added pointedly that, "mayors do not have the luxury of
just talking about problems. They have to deliver results."
Partly, this is a matter of necessity – more than half the world's people
live in cities, they consume two-thirds of the world's energy and generate
70% of carbon emissions. "If we want to win the war against climate
change, it has to be won in cities," said Roland Busch, head of Cities and
Infrastructure at Siemens, sponsors of the awards.
Many of the world's megacities are situated on the coast and their
vulnerability to sea level rise and the effects of extreme weather events
has been highlighted in recent years by disasters such as Superstorm
Sandy, which devastated New York last year and Hurricane Katrina,
which had a similar effect on New Orleans. But it's not just rising seas –
each city has its own challenges, from the wildfires that threatened
Melbourne in 2009 to the floods that deluged Bangkok in 2011, severely
disrupting the entire Thai economy, to the choking smog that afflicts
Beijing, New Delhi and Los Angeles.
But equally, the world's urban areas are where the opportunities lie –
they generate more than 70% of global GDP and cities are growing
faster than other parts of the economy. "If you want to provide
infrastructure for people in the most cost-efficient and effective way, you
do it in cities," said Busch.
Perhaps the fact that people in urban environments are "squished
together" makes them more accepting of the need to take action, said
Matthew Pencharz, an adviser on energy and environment to London's
mayor Boris Johnson. While national politicians' pronouncements can
sometimes seem too vague for people to get to grips with, "mayors have
found a way to take action that is accountable to the population and
brings them visible, tangible benefits that improve their quality of life."
Mayors have a lot of the right power, argues Rohit Aggarwala, special
adviser to the C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group and former director
of planning and sustainability in New York. "The politics align well and, in
addition, many of the interest groups that are most opposed to climate
action are simply not as prominent in cities."
The consultants McKinsey argue in a new report entitled How to make a
city great, "that leaders who make important strides in improving their
cities do three things really well: They achieve smart growth. They do
more with less. And they win support for change."
These improvements do not need to cost a lot of money if they are
imaginative enough – McKinsey reports that the former mayor of Bogotá,
Antanas Mockus, "famously hired 420 mimes to make fun of traffic
violators: this entertaining public ridicule reduced traffic fatalities by more
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than 50%."
Robert Doyle, Lord Mayor of Melbourne, explained how his city has a
plan to double the number of trees in the city by planting an extra 30,000
saplings, which he said would cut temperatures in the centre by 4°C, as
well as making the city more liveable and sustainable.
<ReadMore>

Record number of rhinos killed
in South Africa in 2013
Total of 688 rhino deaths passes last year's record, with three months of
the year still to go
By Adam Vaughan, The Guardian

Some 688 rhinos have been killed for their horns in South Africa so far this year.
Photograph: Roberto Schmidt/AFP/Getty Images

Nearly 700 rhinos have been killed in South Africa in 2013, making it the
bloodiest year yet for rhino poaching.
Last year, a record 668 rhinos were poached for their horns, but that figure
has already been eclipsed with the deaths of 688 rhinos with three months
left of the year, figures from the South African government show. There are
around 18,000 white and 4,000 black rhinos in the country.
The dramatic growth in rhino poaching in South Africa, up from just 13 in
2007, has largely been driven by demand in Asia, in particular Vietnam,
where rhino horn is seen as a status symbol. A survey of 720 people in Hanoi
and Ho Chi Minh City, published earlier this month, found that typical buyers
were "educated, successful and powerful individuals" and use rhino horn as
currency in networking.
Anti-poaching efforts are turning to technology, such as drones, as well as
attempting to elevate the problem from a conservation to a national security
issue. In the next fortnight, the US will crush its 6m tonne stockpile of seized
ivory in a symbolic act of destruction to raise awareness of the problem.
Edna Molewa, South Africa's minister of water and environmental affairs,told
an anti-poaching street parade on Sunday that the trade was also a threat to
the country's tourism industry. "Because of the increase in rhino poaching
since 2008, rhinos have been at the centre of the world's attention. This is
because losing a rhino not only disturbs the ecological balance, but also
harms the South African economy through the resulting harm it does to the
tourism industry as a job creator, and poses a security threat as international
poaching syndicates cross illegally into South Africa to rob this precious
animal of its horn," she said.
Heather Sohl, WWF-UK's chief species adviser, said of the latest figures:
"The scale of poaching we are now seeing is extremely worrying. 618 rhinos
in South Africa have already been killed by poachers in 2013, so it's appalling
to think how many may be lost to this illicit trade by the end of the year.
Governments need to act with pace and in a way that fits the seriousness of
the crime – this is no longer just an environment issue; illegal wildlife trade
transcends national boundaries and undermines national security and
economic development in some of the world's poorest countries."
Governments and the WWF will meet at the UN headquarters in New York on
Thursday to discuss efforts to tackle the problem.

<Source>
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Misshapen fruit and vegetables: what
is the business case?
A growing movement to save discarded fruit and vegetables shows that
there is a business case for selling 'ugly' produce
Check out our gallery of images from Ugly Fruits
By Elisabeth Braw, Guardian Professional,

International
founder. "Of course people buy regular produce because that's what they
see on ads and posters. But we're already getting emails asking when
our first shop is opening."
According to a poll by the Institute of Mechanical Engineers, 45% of Brits
say the appearance of fruit and vegetables doesn't matter. Some 26%
would buy the cheapest option, and 10% say they would actively choose
imperfect produce.
Indeed, when catering meals for corporations in the Berlin area,
Brumsack and Krawkowski find customers remarkably receptive. "In
terms of taste, ugly vegetables are just as good as regular vegetables,"
explains Brumsack. "But the point is that you reach people through an
aesthetic presentation, not by saying, 'you're so bad, you waste food'."
<ReadMore>

Why colleges should add green to
their school colors
By Jonathan Bardelline

Ugly Fruits launched a campaign where it uses suggestive slogans to attract consumers
to rejected fruit and vegetables. Photograph: Ugly Fruits

When Lea Brumsack and Tanja Krakowski prepare gourmet meals for
their growing Berlin catering business, they go for ugly. Ugly fruit and
vegetables, that is. After all, their company's mission is to save
misshapen produce – by showing customers they're an attractive choice.
"We don't present the vegetables as waste, because they're not waste,"
Brumsack tells Guardian Sustainable Business. "It's good food that's
even more interesting because it doesn't exist in the usual supermarket
and restaurant range. These vegetables are more like pieces of art."
Worldwide, almost 40% of fruit and vegetables will go to waste before
they even reach consumers, according to figures from the UN Food and
Agricultural Organisation (FAO). In some parts of the world, that's
because there are no efficient means of storing it. In Europe, the reasons
are primarily cosmetic. The Soil Association calculates that in the UK,
20-40% of produce is rejected because it's misshapen.
That's a problem, and not just because it's wasteful. According to Wrap,
the sustainability agency, each year 90,000 tonnes of produce in the UK
alone is sent to landfill, where it rots and emits methane into the
atmosphere. Wasted food also uses scarce water and land resources.
Besides, a quickly growing world population needs the food. The FAO
estimates that by 2050 global food production must increase by 70%.
Brumsack and Krakowski's business, Culinary Misfits, is part of a new
trend to utilise the misshapen produce. Three other young Germans
have hit international headlines with their campaign Ugly Fruits, which
uses suggestive slogans to attract consumers to rejected greens.
"Not eating food that has been produced is unsustainable," observes cofounder Daniel Plath. "And it's a huge waste of energy in agriculture to
grow food that's thrown away."
In the UK, Feeding the 5000 runs a national gleaning network, whose
members harvest misshapen produce and donate it to charity. Earlier
this summer, they rescued 11,000 cauliflowers from landfill. And in
America, the Society of St Andrew, together with local farmers, run a
growing operation saving wonky produce.
But, as Culinary Misfits shows, there's a business case for ugly veggies.
Ugly Fruits' business plan, which envisages trendy shops selling
exclusively misshapen fruit, has already attracted proposals from
potential partners. They developed the concept after failed attempts to
convince supermarket chains to sell ugly produce.
"They told us customers don't want ugly fruit, but that's because
customers are not familiar with it," explains Moritz Glück, another co-
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Just
as
the
benefits
of
corporate
sustainability
initiatives
go
beyond
simply
doing "what's right"
or saving money,
colleges
and
universities
are
finding
wideranging
benefits
from
making
sustainability core
to their school
brand.
"The most powerful component of a brand is the experience it provides
for those who come in contact with it," said Boi-Yeanoh Adams, Waste
Management's education program manager for public sector solutions,
during a GreenBiz.com webcast Wednesday.
For companies, that mainly means the products and services they
provide. For colleges and universities, that means everything about the
student experience, from what classes are available to how waste at
sporting events is handled.
"More and more college applicants are using a college's commitment to
the environment as part of their decision-making process," Adams said.
Along with bringing in prospective students, a school can use its
sustainability branding to position itself as an environmental thought
leader, tap into engaged students and staff, and improve the quality of
life on campus with natural lighting, better air quality and organic food,
she said.
One major effort by the University of Notre Dame has been to make its
football games more sustainable. Erin Hafner, programs manager for the
university‘s Office of Sustainability, said that includes not just the game
itself, but everything surrounding the game, such as pep rallies and
concerts. One big target: garbage.
"When 150,000 visitors come to campus on a game day weekend, waste
becomes an issue," Hafner said.
Before each game, student volunteers distribute recycling bags to
tailgaters in campus parking lots, and those bags are later picked up by
the school's recycling provider. Last year, 124 tons of waste were
recycled through that bag service. Numerous recycling containers are
elsewhere, Hafner said, and concession stands provide reusable cups to
reduce waste.
"Fans are making sustainable choices and they don't even know it," she
said.
Arizona Statue University campus image by kevin dooley via Flickr
<ReadMore>
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How cloud technology can bring clean
drinking water to India
By Kristine A. Wong
Imagine not having access to clean drinking water because you refused
to vote for a particular politician, or didn‘t pay bribes to the driver
delivering your supply. Even after doing both these things, you're still not
sure just exactly
when
the
next
delivery will arrive.
This is the case in
India, where access
to drinking water is
not universal. As
India
increasingly
urbanizes and water
becomes even more
scarce, solutions that
raise access will be
more important in
the coming decades.
That's
why
the
Piramal Foundation -- which addresses India‘s development challenges
through social ventures -- funded Sarvajal, a company that uses cloud
technology to provide water via filtration stations and solar-powered
ATMs.
UNICEF reports that water-borne diseases such as cholera,
gastroenteritis and diarrhea in India are responsible for $600 million in
medical bills and lost productivity per year, but it could get worse. The
national government estimates that demand for clean water will rise 50
percent by 2031 if current delivery models stay the same. According to
the World Bank, 220 million Indians will migrate to cities over the same
20-year period.
The problem: Steady access to clean water
In rural areas, residents often have no other choice than to capture
groundwater. "The water was brackish, there were no pipes, no tankers,
and filters were too expensive," said Anand Shah, former head of the
India-based Piramal Foundation, of the lack of access. "They‘d sift it but
would still have large amounts of kidney stones, joint pain, arthritis and
gastrointestinal problems.‖ Plus, the reverse osmosis process to
desalinate and filter out impurities was inefficient.
In urban slums, the situation
can be better, but not optimal.
Although tankers arrive to
dispense water for free,
they're
intermittent
and
unpredictable, Shah said.
Residents
invest
large
amounts of time pursuing the
tanker,
jostling
to
fill
containers they carry home.
And even if the driver has the
best intentions, the country's
rough roads lead to unexpected roadblocks.
Through a monitoring device attached to each filtration unit, embedded
sensors and an RFID reader, Sarvajal tracks water quality in real time. It
follows user activity, how many times the water has been backwashed
and rinsed, when filters need changing, how much water a station has
dispensed and how many times the power went out.
Service and maintenance were costly, so a monitoring device was built
in-house allowing the company to diagnose machines from one central
location.
The company grew from one pilot location in 2007 to more than 200
filtration station-ATM combos in villages of at least 5,000 people each
across India. One resident per village can purchase a franchise for about
30,000 Indian rupees, about $500, and sell the filtered water for a penny
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per liter, he said.
Users pre-pay
for their water,
and funds are
loaded
onto
Sarvajal
ATM
cards.
Selling, really?
Shah said he
realizes
that
selling water in a
country that has
offered water as
a
public
resource could appear off the mark. But delivery via the tankers is
unpredictable, and it takes families time to collect water from the tankers
and filter it at home.
―We looked at every alternative out there, and even if a family buys the
cheapest water filter, we‘ve priced it still under what it would cost them
per liter,‖ he said. Bottled water costs 32 cents and water pouches 14
cents per liter on the street, and creates more waste than refilling
reusable containers.
According to Shah, local franchise owners can earn a good living -- up to
two to three times what they would make for unskilled labor. While
Sarvajal still owns the water filtration equipment, it takes less than a year
for the franchise owners to start returning profits, he says. Sarvajal, on
the other hand, doesn't expect to profit for another five to 10 years.
Shah says Sarvajal launched as a for-profit company in part because a
non-profit would have a harder time attracting technical talent.
Scaling into urban areas – with some help
Sarvajal has secured the go-ahead from the local government in the
metropolitan area
around New Delhi
to set up some 50
filtration stationATM
units
-areas
without
regular access to
drinking water.
Because Sarvajal
mostly
had
operated in more
rural areas, it
needed help. To
that
end,
the
company
hired
Frog Design, a
consultancy that engineers and designs products and services in energy,
health care and social innovation.
Jan Chipchase, Frog‘s creative director of global insights, set up a team
of staffers from India. They spent over a month in Delhi interviewing and
observing how residents navigated securing drinking water. The group
also spoke to water providers who had opened businesses related to
supplying clean water.
Savda Ghevra, a resettled slum on the edge of Delhi, was the focus of
the research. Frog wanted to find out the value of clean drinking water,
how a delivery system would meet residents‘ needs and what might arise
during the implementation of an alternative system. (The extended
research was funded by the Institute of Money, Technology and
Financial Inclusion at the University of California-Irvine).
―A water ATM allows stored value to convert to digital credit. As the world
digitizes, we wanted to find out to what extent a low literate community
was willing to invest in these types of technology,‖ said Chipchase.
Top image of flowing water by PhotoSky via Shutterstock. Other photos
courtesy of Frog Design.
<ReadMore>
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News From India: First Net-Zero
Energy Building, Renewables Volatile
SustainableBusiness.com News
India is getting its first net-zero energy building - the Paryavaran Bhavan
building in New Delhi.
It's expected to achieve LEED INDIA-Platinum and a five star rating for
Integrated Habitat Assessment from the national government's Energy and
Resource Institute. Managed by the Central Public Works Department of
India, the project is spearheaded by
the Indian Ministry of Environment
and Forests.
A passive solar design brings light
into most of the building as well as
keeping heat out during the
warmest months.
Solar PV provides all the electricity
and solar thermal provides hot
water for the building. A 930kilowatt
SunPower solar
system graces the roof, installed
with a
five-degree
tilt
to optimizeenergy
output
(1.5
million kilowatt hours a year).
"For this urban project, with very
limited rooftop space and high
energy generation requirement, the
selection of high efficiency solar panels was the most critical aspect," says
Ram Avatar of New Delhi-based Swadeshi Civil Infrastructure, which did the
installation.
Motorcycle Maker Has Big Renewable Energy Plans
India's policies on solar and wind have been volatile over the past year, but
the Hero Group - the country's biggest motorcycle manufacturer - has big
plans for the market.
The company says it will develop 1 gigawatt (GW) of renewable energy by
2017 through its new division, Hero Future Energies.
It recently completed its first wind farm (37.5 megawatts) and has a contract
for its first solar plant (10 MW). The goal is to build 100 MW of wind and solar
projects this year - it also has plans for small hydro.
"We are making a strategic move into the renewable energy sector in the
wake of the significant power shortages being witnessed in the country," says
Rahul Munjal, managing director of Hero Future Energies.
While it may sound strange for a motorcycle company to get into renewable
energy development, Hero is involved in numerous industries, such as IT and
and financial services, real estate and education.
Renewable Energy in Flux
Meanwhile, just as India's renewable energy industry has been trending
up again, the Gujurat state government waived national clean energy targets
for utilities - because a state utility claimed sourcing 7% of power from
renewables is too costly.
"From a foreign investors' point of view this illustrates yet again that
something is committed to law, it still isn't worth the paper it's
on," says Gerry O'Kane of CleanBiz.Asia. "The decision in Gujurat
help but make investors question the future of India's renewable
policies."

even if
written
cannot
energy

Gurjurat has the most renewable energy of any Indian state - over 1 GW and has a target of 20% renewables by 2020. By letting utilities off the hook
for buying renewables, developers won't be able to sell renewable energy
unless it's cheaper than coal. And when one state breaks a policy, others
tend to follow.
A recent report by HSBC, Good Bye Winter, Hello Spring, concludes that
wind energy is cost competitive with new coal plants in India, and solar will
likely be between 2016-18.
Last year, India withdrew subsidies for wind, plunging installations 42%. And
this summer - to stabilize the grid - the government began
requiring wind farms (10 MW or bigger) to accurately forecast their power
generation in 15-minute blocks a day in advance, or face fines.

100 MW plant, a spokesperson for Tata Power told Bloomberg. "Developers
will see this as a further handicap" and penalties will "jeopardize" the
industry's growth, the nation's second-biggest developer said. Not
surprisingly, some of the biggest wind developers are reconsidering projects
and turbine sales are down. Solar operators also have to give estimates
but don't face fines because output is smaller and less volatile.
In the long run, this could be good for the industry, says V. Subramanian,
CEO of the Indian Wind Energy Association, because transmission
companies and grid operators will buy more wind if they have that data.
Demand for solar is light at the moment because subsidies have been
delayed. The government approved a proposal to reinstate the onshore wind
subsidy, which expired in March 2012.
Volatile generation led to the world's biggest blackout last year when half of
India was without power for two days. Recently, the government announced it
would spend $7.9 billion to double transmission capacity in the next five to six
years to connect solar and wind projects. There's almost 20 GW of wind and
solar in India now.
<Source>

India Passes Corporate Responsibility
Law
SustainableBusiness.com News
India is the first country to pass a corporate responsibility law - it requires
larger companies to spend 2% of each year's profit on those kinds of
initiatives.
The law kicks in for companies with a profit of at least $80 million over
the past three years.
It outlines 9 "Pillars" that can fulfill the requirement, one of which is
"ensuring environmental sustainability," under which installing solar
systems falls. This will likely incentivize more solar development because
it's an area that provides businesses with a return in investment.
Demand for solar is light at the moment because the Ministry of New and
Renewable Energy has delayed introducing subsidies for rooftop
solar, reports CleanBiz.Asia.
India's biggest solar park:
The concept beyond the
legislation is to ensure
equitable,
sustainable
growth in India. It
updates the Companies
Act
of
1956,
the
country's
version
of
corporate law.
Some of the elements
are quite progressive,
according to First Post
Busines: Companies will
be audited each year on
these efforts and face
penalties if they don't comply.
And it establishes rules for auditors: companies must use a new auditor
every five years and any given auditor can't serve more than two fiveyear terms; an auditor can't serve more than 20 companies; and auditors
can be criminally liable if they knowingly or recklessly omit information
in their reports.
As part of its rules on corporate governance, independent board
members must constitute a third of the board and have term limits of five
years. At least one board member must be female.
Corporations are required to disclose the difference in salaries
between directors. And if companies shut down, they must pay
employees two years of salary!
The law also gives more authority to the government's Serious Fraud
Investigation Office, which investigates corporate fraud.
<ReadMore>

That's very challenging for wind farms and could cost $4.2 million a year for a
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Green Electronics 2013
4th to 6th November 2013

Budapest, Hungary
The International CARE Electronics Office is organizing the Green Electronics 2013 workshop on Resource Efficiency in the Electric and
Electronics Industry. It will take place from November 4 - 6, 2013 in Budapest, Hungary.
The European Commission and several member states have monitored the issue of critical raw materials and set different priority actions.
But how did industry leaders respond to this threat? What are major sectors and players in the electric and electronic industry already doing
to substitute and/or recover those critical materials? What are the trends in research and innovation? How can we collect more End-of-Life
products? Are these raw materials still critical? Or has there been a fundamental change that led to declining prices recently?
These are some of the questions that will be discussed during the workshop! The workshop is expected to attract Senior business
managers, product managers, design engineers and environmental experts from leading electr(on)ic and automotive companies as well as
from enterprises active in the field of electricity generation and distribution from America, Asia and Europe, Management and engineering
representatives from the recycling industry, component and material suppliers, chemical industry and financial institutes and also attendees
from governments, public authorities, associations, leading universities and research organizations from all around the globe.
<ReadMore>

CCISA2013
International Workshop
on

Climate Change Impacts and Societal Adaptation
6th to 8th November, 2013

Ajmer, Rajasthan (India)
The international workshop ―Climate Change Impacts and Societal Adaptation” is being organized at Department of Environmental
Science Central University of Rajasthan in Ajmer, between 6-8 November 2013. This Workshop will bring together engineers, scientists,
students, managers and other professionals from the climate impacts community. The workshop is being organized by Central University of
Rajasthan (India) and Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (Sweden).
The CCISA2013 workshop aims to strengthen the understanding of climate change impacts and link scientific insights to policies for
promoting sustainability. The workshop will look into the scientific, technical and social challenges as well as implications of climate change
on sustainable development.
The themes of the workshop include Climate Variability and Change, Climate Change Impact Assessment, Uncertainty Analysis and
Adaptation under climatic change.
<ReadMore>
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ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT AND THE
ENVIRONMENT 2013
13th to 4th November 2013

London, UK
The conference titled Electrical and Electronic Equipment and the Environment 2013 is being organized by Era Technology. This
conference is a regular event of the organizers and this is fifteenth conference.
The conference offers abundant networking opportunities. Meet prospective new clients at the exhibition over coffee and refreshments.
Organizers have chosen Conference speakers carefully, ensuring that those attending are fully up-to-date with the ever changing face of
environmental legislation and compliance.
Key players from across a wide spectrum of dominant international organizations, are expected to attend the conference. Topics covered will
include REACH, WEEE, ecodesign, conflict minerals, sustainability etc.
<ReadMore>

Corporate Sustainability and Eco-innovations
18th to 19th November 2013

Warsaw, Mazowieckie, Poland
The conference will take place on November 18-19, 2013 at the premises of the Kozminski University in Warsaw. It will bring together
scholars from a variety of disciplinary and methodological perspectives interested in advancing research on corporate sustainability and ecoinnovation. It is expected to provide a forum for business and academics to grapple with some of the most pressing problems facing
businesses all over the world, and the new horizons coming from business to fill a wide range of expectations concerning sustainable
development and eco-innovation.
The topics include eco-innovations: theory and practice, policy of eco – innovations, climate change management, corporate sustainability
and financial markets, sustainability reporting and disclosure, sustainable strategies development and implementation, green
entrepreneurship, sustainable growth, measurement of the ―sustainable performance‖.
<ReadMore>
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